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ABSTRACT

The software development process is rapidly evolving with the advancement of Large
Language Models (LLMs). LLMs are not only transforming the way code is written but
are also increasingly integrated into AI programming tools, such as ChatGPT and GitHub
Copilot, to enhance developer productivity by generating programs from natural language
instructions, identifying and fixing bugs, generating documentation and so on.

These LLMs are pretrained on large volumes of natural language and code data. They
are trained using cross-entropy and preference losses that have no coefficient for correctness
and only optimize for matching the ground truth. Therefore, despite their proficiency in
learning code syntax, they fall short in capturing semantic signals. Currently, the main
focus of efforts to improve these models has been training larger models and collecting more
human preference data. However, user studies have found notable issues with the usability
of these larger models, including difficulty in understanding the generated code, the presence
of subtle bugs that are hard to find, and a lack of verification of the generated code.

My thesis work investigates the integration of domain insights from software engineering
into AI-based code generation with the goal of enhancing reliability and utility for developers.
This is done by empowering the model to take on a more active role in building valid and
usable code, instilling greater trust among users in the capabilities of the model. I focus on
three main challenges identified by prior work and propose solutions using software-specific
insights. (1) The generated code can be difficult to understand and manipulate, especially
for non-expert programmers. To address this, I propose LowCoder, a tool that abstracts
away the syntactic complexity associated with traditional code and provides a more user-
friendly interface using drag-and-drop functionality. As a result, LowCoder provides a
trusted environment where users can leverage the capabilities of AI without the need for
extensive coding knowledge. (2) Verifying the correctness of the generated code is hard.
While LLMs excel at generating code, they are lacking when it comes to generating tests.
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This is largely because current models are trained on individual files and therefore can not
consider the code under test context. To overcome this, I propose CAT-LM, a LLM trained
to explicitly consider the mapping between code and test files. CAT-LM can therefore
help users with verifying code that they or other models generate, by generating tests that
align more coherently with the underlying code. (3) The generated code often has subtle
bugs that are hard to find. I am currently working on enhancing the reliability of LLM
outputs, ensuring that the generated code is not only syntactically correct, but also executes
successfully. I first built a benchmark of executable data science notebooks to highlight the
importance of code execution as a key validation step in evaluating AI generated code. I then
leverage the (often failing) execution of code generated by these LLMs as a signal which the
model uses to refine the generated code before presenting them to the developer. Therefore,
enhancing the over reliability of the generated code.

The goal of my thesis is to demonstrate the significance of integrating software-specific
insights when training models to make code generation more reliable and useful for devel-
opers. My thesis work will result in several artifacts including datasets, evaluation frame-
works and models that are trained by integrating software-specific insights to improve the
quality of generated code. Importantly, these models are all quite small relative to cutting-
edge general purpose models like GPT-4. While large, general models can also be very use-
ful for these tasks, they have their own limitations: few companies can afford the immense
resources required to train such large models, and most of these models are closed-source
and provide limited (free) access to the community which can be unreliable. On the con-
trary, my work produces smaller open-source models that are specialized to perform various
programming related tasks, resulting in tools that make code generation more reliable and
useful for developers.

Last updated on March 4, 2024
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The recent development of Large Language Models (LLMs) has led to the widespread use of
AI-powered programming tools such as ChatGPT [1] and GitHub Copilot [2] in the software
engineering community. These tools have fast become key resources for developers, playing
a crucial role across various stages of the software engineering lifecycle. They facilitate tasks
ranging from generating code to identifying and fixing bugs, generating tests for verification,
and even generating comprehensive documentation.

LLMs are generally trained in a multi-stage process. First, the model is pretrained on
large volumes of natural language and code data. This allows the LLM to learn the patterns
in code including syntax, grammar, and contextual relationships within the given data. This
is followed by a finetuning and/or instruction-tuning process to better align the model with
human preferences. For code, this typically involves using code or pairs of natural language
and code that help align the model to perform specific tasks and better understand the code
semantics. Predominant training techniques often make use of cross-entropy and preference
losses that just optimize for matching the ground truth and not code correctness. Thus,
when applied to code, the models are only learning the syntax explicitly, not the semantic
signals that the developers consider.

Currently, the primary approach to enhancing model performance has revolved around
training larger models with increased parameters or incorporating more training data [3],
[4]. However, user studies have revealed notable issues with the usability of these larger
models, including difficulty in understanding the code generated (especially for non-expert
programmers) [5], [6], the presence of subtle bugs that are hard to find [6], [7] and lack
of verification of the generated code [7], [8]. While scaling has proven to improve model
performance on various benchmarks, it does not address the issues developers face when
using these models.

My work explores an alternative to the scaling-centric approach by incorporating domain
insights from software engineering. The goal is to address these challenges by proposing
techniques that draw insights from software engineering. By integrating software-specific
insights during training and evaluation of LLMs of code, we can produce more effective
models that make code generation more reliable and useful for developers.
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1.1 Challenges with LLM-based Code Generation

Despite the constant efforts being made to improve LLMs for various code understanding
and generation tasks, several challenges remain that make the generated code less useful for
developers in practice. Here, I elaborate on three main challenges identified by prior work
and propose techniques for addressing them, while highlighting the software-specific insights
employed in each method.

Challenge 1: Syntactic Complexity

AI programming tools like Copilot [2] and ChatGPT [1] can generate code from natural
language instructions, which is especially helpful in ecosystems with large APIs. However, a
key problem with these tools is that they generate (potentially complex) code, which can be
difficult to understand and manipulate [6]. This is especially true for novices or non-expert
programmers, where the complexity of textual code often makes it difficult for them to reason
about the generated code. Studies have found that individuals who are not very proficient in
coding were less inclined to use AI tools for code generation [5]. This reluctance arises from
the background knowledge and skill necessary to comprehend the correctness and quality of
AI-generated code. Additionally, intervening effectively requires programming experience in
order to manipulate the generated code into a usable format [5].

This challenge also persists with experienced programmers. Studies found that users of-
ten discarded the code generated by Copilot when it did not behave as expected [6]. This
was largely because they did not understand several parts of the generated code and there-
fore did not know how to debug the code. Others felt that it was more efficient to rewrite
the whole code from scratch rather than to spend time reading and understanding the gen-
erated code to make the necessary changes [6].

Key Insight: The use of abstraction, in this case through low-code or visual programming,
can help overcome the challenge of syntactic complexity in LLM generated code.

Solution: I developed LowCoder, a tool that abstracts away the syntactic complexity as-
sociated with traditional code and provides a more user-friendly interface using drag-and-
drop functionality. LowCoder is the first low-code tool for developing AI pipelines that
supports both a visual programming interface and offers an AI-powered natural language
interface. The hypothesis is that the respective strengths of these two low-code techniques
can compensate for each other’s shortcomings. Programming by natural language (PBNL)
uses AI to help users retrieve and use programming constructs based on natural language
queries. This does not always result in correct programs, necessitating a way to help users
understand and fix generated programs. Visual programming complements PBNL by pro-
viding a clear, unambiguous representation of the program that users can directly manipu-
late to experiment with alternatives.

LowCoder is leveraged to offer some of the first insights into both how and when low-
code programming and PBNL assists developers with various degrees of expertise. This is
done by conducting a user study with 20 participants with varying levels of AI expertise
using LowCoder to complete four tasks, half of which with the help of the AI-powered
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search component. Overall, the combination of visual programming along with the nat-
ural language interface helped both novice and experienced users to successfully compose
pipelines (85% of tasks) and then further refine their pipelines (72.5% of tasks) when using
AI-powered search interface. Additionally, the AI-powered natural language interface helped
users discover previously-unknown operators in 75% of the tasks compared to just 32.5% us-
ing other methods like web search. This work highlights the benefits of combining the power
of AI with low-code programming and overcomes the challenge of syntactic complexity by
abstracting away textual code.

Takeaway: AI has shown a lot of potential in empowering individuals with limited or no
programming experience to write code, but this comes with its own set of challenges. The
most important one being difficulty in understanding and reasoning about the generated
code. We can address this challenge by abstracting away textual code and replacing it with
more intuitive interfaces like drag-and-drop user interfaces. LowCoder facilitates the inte-
gration of AI into a trusted environment tailored to the needs of non-expert programmers.
Through LowCoder, we show that AI can still be just as useful at this level of abstrac-
tion. Specifically, the natural language model supports users in the visual space despite be-
ing trained on textual code. Consequently, LowCoder provides a user-friendly space where
individuals can leverage the capabilities of AI without the need for extensive coding knowl-
edge, thereby enhancing accessibility and usability.

Challenge 2: Verification

Verifying the correctness of automatically generated code is yet another challenge that comes
with using LLMs. In software development, developers use tests to verify the correctness
of the code they write. In well-tested projects, most code files are paired with at least one
corresponding test file that implements unit and/or integration test functions that evaluate
the functionality of the code. However, writing high quality tests can be time-consuming
[9], [10] and is often either partially or entirely neglected. This has led to extensive work
on automated test generation, including both classical [11]–[14] and neural-based methods
[11], [15], [16].

Classical test generation tools like EvoSuite [12] directly optimize to generate high-
coverage tests. However, the generated tests are often hard to read and may be unrealistic
or even wrong [17]. This requires time and effort from developers to verify generated test
correctness [13]. Meanwhile, LLMs trained on code have made major strides in generating
human-like, high-quality functions based on their file-level context [18]–[21]. AI-powered
tools like Copilot excel at code generation, and can significantly improve the productivity of
its users [2]. Currently, these models are less well-suited for test generation, because they
tend to be trained to generate the code in each file separately, standard practice in natural
language processing and therefore can not consider the code under test context when gener-
ating the tests.

Key Insight: Generating meaningful tests critically requires considering the alignment be-
tween the tests and the corresponding code under test.
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Solution: To overcome this challenge, I developed CAT-LM, a language model trained on
aligned Code And Tests. CAT-LM is a bi-lingual GPT-style LLM with 2.7B parameters.
It is trained on a large corpus of Python and Java projects using a novel pretraining signal
that explicitly considers the mapping between code and test files, when available, while also
leveraging the (much larger) volume of untested code. Modeling the code file along with the
test leads to additional challenges regarding a model’s context length, which is overcome by
training CAT-LM with a context window of 8,192 tokens.

CAT-LM is evaluated against several strong baselines across two realistic applications:
test method generation and test method completion. For test method generation, CAT-LM
is compared with both human written tests as well as the tests generated by StarCoder [22]
and, the CodeGen [19] model family, which includes mono-lingual models trained on a much
larger budget than ours. CAT-LM is also compared against TeCo [23], a recent test-specific
model, for test completion.

The results show that CAT-LM effectively leverages the code file context to generate
more syntactically valid tests that achieve higher coverage on average than StarCoder and
all CodeGen models, and substantially outperforms TeCo at test completion. CAT-LM pro-
vides a strong prior for generating plausible tests. When combined with basic filters for com-
pilability and coverage, it frequently generates tests with coverage close to those written by
human developers. This highlights the merit of combining the power of large neural meth-
ods with a pretraining signal based on software engineering expertise—in this case, the im-
portance of the relation between code and test files.

Takeaway: While LLMs excel at code generation, they are limited in their ability to generate
tests because of the way they are trained to generate individual code files independently, a
standard practise in natural language processing. As a result, they can not consider the code
under test context when generating the tests. CAT-LM addresses this challenge by explicitly
considering the mapping between code and test files during training. This enables users to
generate tests that align more coherently with the underlying code, thereby enhancing the
quality of tests produced. Moreover, CAT-LM supports users in verifying both the code
they write and that which is generated by other LLMs, ensuring a more comprehensive and
reliable testing process.

Challenge 3: Reliability

Even when utilizing high-quality code-generating tools like Copilot, there is a tendency
for the generated code to contain subtle bugs that are challenging to detect. Previous
studies have found that nearly 40% of participants indicated that the time required to debug
or modify code generated by AI tools constitutes a significant reason for abstaining from
using these tools [7]. This highlights a noteworthy obstacle in the adoption of such tools,
emphasizing the need for enhancing the reliability and ease of debugging in AI-driven code
generation processes.

Automating the generation of data science notebooks is inherently challenging due to the
unique blend of natural language, code, graphics, and execution results that are commonly
found in notebooks [24]. Additionally, the interactive nature of notebooks introduces mul-
tiple turns of interconnected natural language to code challenges [25]. Notably, tasks like
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data exploration, visualization, and manipulation in data science workflows require a deep
understanding of the dataset, execution states of various cells, as well as the non-trivial long
range dependencies between code cells, beyond the mere syntactic correctness of the gener-
ated code [26]. The absence of this nuanced context presents a notable hurdle in automating
the generation of data science notebooks, and generating reliable notebooks poses an even
greater challenge.

Studies have shown that participants who frequently incorporate AI tools into their pro-
gramming workflows assess the correctness of the generated code by executing it [7], [8].
Currently, LLMs are primarily trained to generate code based on prior context and lack the
ability to utilize execution outputs for refining the generated code. However, prior context
alone is insufficient to ensure the generation of bug-free code. This underlines the practi-
cal importance of code execution as a key validation step in evaluating the reliability of AI-
generated code.

Key Insight: Even code that appears to be syntactically correct may contain bugs, and
executing the code can help uncover these issues.

Solution: I seek to overcome this challenge in ongoing work by ensuring that the generated
code is not only syntactically correct, but also executes successfully. I first built a bench-
mark of executable data science notebooks to highlight the importance of code execution as
a key validation step in evaluating AI generated code. I then propose Debug-LM, a model
that leverages the (often failing) execution of code generated by LLMs as a signal. This ap-
proach involves the collaboration of various models operating in unison: one model that uses
the notebook prefix to generate the next code cell, which is then executed. Another model
observes the failing execution to repair the generated code before presenting it to the devel-
oper. By observing this interaction, these models can be taught to debug the code they, or
regular developers, generate.

Takeaway: LLMs often generate code that appears syntactically correct but contain subtle
bugs that are usually uncovered during execution. I first built a benchmark of executable
data science notebooks to highlight the importance of code execution as a key validation
step in evaluating AI generated code. I then leverage the (often failing) execution of code
generated by these LLMs as a signal. Debug-LM learns to utilize this execution signal in
order to refine the generations before presenting them to the developers. Through this work,
we can enhance the overall reliability of the code generated by LLMs, thereby promoting a
more robust development environment.
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1.2 Thesis

Thesis Statement

By incorporating software engineering domain insights during the training and evalu-
ation of Large Language Models of code, we can enhance the quality of the code they
generate, thereby making them more reliable and useful for developers.

To evaluate the claim, I focus on three main challenges identified by prior work and
propose solutions that make use of a key insight from software engineering domain.

1. I address the challenge of syntactic complexity, which makes it hard especially for non-
expert programmers to reason about the generated code, with LowCoder. Low-
Coder abstracts away the syntactic complexity associated with traditional code and
provides a more user-friendly interface using drag-and-drop functionality. As a result,
LowCoder provides a trusted environment where users can leverage the capabilities
of AI without the need for extensive coding knowledge.

2. I overcome the challenge of verification using AI models by proposing CAT-LM. Un-
like current LLM based models, CAT-LM is trained to explicitly consider the map-
ping between code and test files, something standard models cannot do. CAT-LM can
therefore help users with verifying code that they or other models generate, by gener-
ating tests that align more coherently with the underlying code.

3. I overcome the challenge of reliability, by ensuring that the generated code is not only
syntactically correct, but also executes successfully. I do so by leveraging the (often
failing) execution of code generated by these LLMs as a signal which the model uses to
refine the generated code before presenting them to the developer. Thereby enhancing
the reliability of the generated code.

Empowering models to take on a more active role in building valid and usable code enables
us to enhance the reliability of the generated code and increase trust in their outputs.

1.3 Outline

In Chapter 2, I provide background on LLMs, how they are trained, along with details of
how they are used for code generation, and outline the challenges discovered with using
AI-powered tools for code generation through human studies. In the following chapters, I
will discuss each challenge along with my proposed solution that addresses the respective
challenge. Table 1.1 provides an overview of the models and tools I developed that are
included in the proposal. Chapter 3 discusses the challenge of syntactic complexity, which I
overcome by abstracting the textual code with LowCoder, a low-code tool for developing AI
pipelines that supports both a visual programming interface as well as an AI driven natural
language interface. I then discuss the challenge of verifying code correctness in Chapter 4 and
how it’s overcome by generating tests with CAT-LM, a LLM trained to explicitly consider
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the mapping between code and test files to improve the quality of tests generated. Then
in Chapter 5, I elaborate on how I improve the reliability of LLMs by training a model to
use execution signal to generate code that is syntactically correct and executable. Lastly, in
Chapter 6 I enumerate few stretch goals that are extensions of my work.

Table 1.1: Overview of all the tools and models in the proposal.

Chapter Challenge Software Engineering Insight Tool or Model

3 Syntactic Complexity Abstraction of textual code LowCoder

4 Verification Code-test dependency CAT-LM

5 Reliability Execution signal Debug-LM

The contributions presented in this proposal were carried out collaboratively with others.
In acknowledgment of these collaborations, the use of "we" is employed in the subsequent
chapters instead of the singular first person.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 A brief history of Large Language Models

Language models are predictive models of text. They learn to estimate the probability of
a token (or word) within a sequence of tokens. Accordingly, they can be used for a variety
of tasks including text generation, machine translation, question-answering, and so on [27].
Early computational language models, such as n-gram models [28], were statistical in nature.
While simple, they were remarkably effective at predicting the likelihood of words based on
patterns from large corpora of text. More recent developments in neural networks have since
led to more advanced models such as RNNs and LSTMs [29]. While these models are effective
at capturing relationships with a sequence, they struggle to capture long-range dependencies.

The Transformer architecture, introduced by Vaswani et al. [30], was conceptualized
around the idea of attention. This made it possible to model arbitrary dependencies between
tokens in long sequences. More specifically, for each input token, attention estimates the
relevance of every other token. This proved to be highly effective in capturing contextual
information in language.

The development of Transformers and self-attention is pivotal in the advancements made
in language modeling and in the development of Large Language Models (LLMs). LLMs
amplify the scale of these models, enabling them to handle a wide array of natural language
processing tasks. In contrast to earlier language models that could only reliably predict the
next few words in a sequence, LLMs can generate long sequences of texts, including entire
documents.

LLMs undergo extensive training on large volumes of data, typically mined from the In-
ternet, books and other sources. Correspondingly, they require substantial amounts of com-
pute resources, with associated costs reaching millions of US dollars. Training usually in-
volves multiple stages. First, they undergo a self-supervised pretraining phase, wherein an
LLM learns the statistical relationships between tokens in textual documents. This pretrain-
ing phase is commonly followed by additional stages, including finetuning and instruction
tuning based on reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF) [31] to refine and en-
hance the performance by incorporating feedback.

Besides text generation, LLMs exhibit strong performance in NLP tasks including sum-
marization, text classification and question-answering. Their extensive training also enables
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them to reason about code and math problems. An extension to enhance the capabilities
of LLMs involves training with code extracted from public respositories on GitHub as well
as other coding platforms like StackOverflow and documentation pages. This makes it pos-
sible to generate programs from natural language instructions [32], [33]. Including code
from open source software has now become common practise when training LLMs such as
PaLM [34], Chinchilla [3], GPT-4 [35], and Llama [36].

2.2 LLMs for SE

LLMs have not just revolutionized the field of natural language processing; their impact also
extends to software engineering. The development of LLMs has led to the widespread use of
AI-programming tools like ChatGPT and GitHub Copilot, transforming traditional SE into
an AI augmented software development process [37]. LLMs have proven useful at assisting
developers across various stages of the software development life cycle from extracting re-
quirements [38] to repairing bugs [39]–[41]. They can be used for several tasks including:
generating code from natural language [42], generating tests to verify code correctness [11],
[15], [16], [23], finding and fixing bugs [40], [41], [43], summarizing code [44], generating doc-
umentation [45], automatic refactoring of code [46], clone detection [47] and so on. Beyond
this, they can be used to automate code review [48], and suggest improvements [49]. LLMs
can also be used as educational tools as they are uniquely placed to support developers by
providing expert knowledge the form of conversations, answering questions about the code
to aid understanding by providing explanations and examples [37], [50].

2.3 Training LLMs for Code

LLMs are typically pretrained on vast datasets containing both natural language and code,
and then finetuned for various code understanding and generation tasks. Program synthe-
sis using natural language prompts first emerged with LLMs such as Codex [18], and Code-
Gen [19] models. Since then there have been several other models that consistently demon-
strate better performance on various code benchmarks, which include open source models
like StarCoder [22], CodeLLama [51], SantaCoder [52], CodeGen2 [53], Incoder [20], GPT-
NeoX [54], as well as closed source models like GPT4 [35], AlphaCode [55], CodeT5+ [56].
These models have additionally been trained with different types of pretraining methods,
these include:

• Autoregressive Language Modeling: Autoregressive or causal LM involves left to
right generation where the goal is to generate the next token based on the previous
tokens. These include models like Codex [18], GPT3 [57], PolyCoder [58], CodeGen [19],
StarCoder [22] and so on, where the left-to-right nature of these models make them
extremely use for generation tasks such as code completion.

• Masked Language Modeling: Masked language modeling is a popular bidirectional
objective function that aims to predict the masked tokens based on surrounding context.
Models like CodeBERT [59] and CuBERT [60], trained using this objective, are able to
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generate useful representations of a sequence of code which can be used for downstream
tasks such as code classification, defect detection, and clone detection.

• Infilling: Also known as causal masking objective, which allows the model to fill in
the missing lines of code based on the prefix and suffix context. Models like FiM [21],
InCoder [20], CodeGen2 [53], StarCoder [22], SantaCoder [52], CodeLlama [51], make use
of bidirectional context to fill in masked out regions of code, allowing them to perform
various tasks including inserting missing lines of code, predicting return types of functions,
generating docstrings, renaming variables, and inserting missing code tokens.

• Encoder-Decoder Language Modeling: Encoder-decoder models such as CodeT5 [61],
PLBART [62] first encode an input sequence, and then use a left-to-right LM to decode
an output sequence that is conditioned on the input sequence. They are pretrained us-
ing seq-to-seq denoising sequence reconstruction (where goal is to generate the original
sequence given the corrupted sequence) or masked span prediction objectives (where the
goal is to generate the missing content for masked spans in the input sequence) and are
often finetuned on various downstream tasks including code summarization, refinement,
translation, fixing bugs.

• Hybrid Models: CodeT5+ [56] is a sequence-to-sequence model that has been trained
with a progression of objectives and pretrained initializations (including span denoising,
causal LM, contrastive loss and matching loss) that operates in different modes (encoder
only, decoder only and encoder-decoder) to perform various code generation and under-
standing tasks, including retrieval augmented generation.

These pretrained models are typically finetuned for specific tasks and, more recently, in-
struction tuned using RLHF to make the generations better align with the feedback pro-
vided [31]. Models like CodeLlama [51], WizardCoder [63] and InstructCodeT5+ [56], Oc-
toCoder [64] have been instruction tuned to improve the generalization ability of the models
to a wide variety of tasks.

On the other hand, when it comes to improving the performance of a model for a given
task, most of the advancements have focused on a scaling-centric approach — training larger
models and using more data [3]. My work proposes an alternative approach that incorporates
software specific insights to build more effective models are more reliable and useful for
developers.

2.4 Studies on LLM-based AI Programming Tools

New LLMs for code are constantly being developed and continue to demonstrate better
performance on various code benchmarks. At the same time, researchers have been actively
studying the potential of these LLM based AI programming tools.

Several studies have been conducted to evaluate the quality of code generated by LLMs [6],
[7], [65]–[67]. There have also been feasibility studies conducted for using LLMs in develop-
ment tools [6], [8], [68]–[70] as well as using LLMs in education [5], [71], [72].

Another class of studies focus on the usefulness of the LLM based programming tools.
While certain recent studies show no significant difference in using AI programming assistants
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concerning task completion [6], [73] and code quality [68] , contrasting findings suggest that
these tools have a positive association with developers’ self-perceived productivity [74].

Ziegler et al. [74] analyzed telemetry data and survey responses to understand developers’
perceived productivity with GitHub Copilot which showed that users only accepted close to
one-fifth of the suggestions provided.

A study by Vaithilingam et al. [6] which compared the user experience of traditional
autocomplete with GitHub Copilot found no significant effect on task completion time. It
was also found that users often discarded the code generated by Copilot when it did not
behave as expected and others often felt that it was more efficient to rewrite the whole code
from scratch rather than trying to spend time reading and understanding the generated code
to make the necessary changes.

Barke et al. [8] used grounded theory analysis to understand how programmers interact
with models that generate code using Github Copilot. They found that developers often
interacted with the tool with one of two modes, namely, acceleration and exploration. In
the acceleration mode, the programmer employed Copilot to expedite tasks with a clear
understanding of the next steps. In exploration mode, when uncertain about the next steps,
the programmer used Copilot to explore various options.

Liang et. al. [7] performed a large scale survey and found that developers are often
motivated to use AI programming assistants as they can aid them with code completion
and recalling syntax which in turn helps reducing the number of key-strokes and helps them
finish programming tasks more quickly. They also found that developers refrain from using
AI programming tools primarily due to the following reasons: (1) tools not producing code
that fulfills specific functional (e.g., security, performance) or non-functional requirements,
(2) developers encountering difficulties in controlling the tool to generate the desired output
and (3) developers spending too much time debugging or modifying the generated code.

Rasnayaka et. al. [5] conducted a user study with students to analyse the usefulness of
LLMs for an academic software engineering project.They found that LLMs were most effec-
tive during the early stages of software development, especially with generating foundational
code structures. LLMs also proved useful for helping with syntax and enhanced productiv-
ity when debugging errors. They also found interesting correlations between coding skills
and prior experience with AI playing a crucial role in the adoption of AI tools.

In my thesis, I aim to address some of the identified usability issues, namely syntactic
complexity, verification and reliability of generated code, by incorporating domain insights
from software engineering into the training and evaluation process to produce effective models
that make code generation more reliable and useful for developers.
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Chapter 3

Challenge 1: Syntactic Complexity

AI has demonstrated significant potential in empowering individuals with limited or no
programming experience to write code. Copilot [2] and ChatGPT [1] are popular examples of
tools that support programming by natural language (PBNL), where users can generate code
from natural language instructions. However, a key problem with these tools is that they
generate (potentially complex) code, which can be difficult to understand and manipulate.
This is largely attributed to the syntactic complexity that is associated with traditional text
based code.

This challenge is prominent among non expert programmers, as studies show those with
limited coding proficiency are hesitant to use AI tools for code generation. This reluctance
arises from the lack of necessary background knowledge and skills required to comprehend the
correctness of AI-generated code and to modify it into a usable format [5]. Experienced pro-
grammers also face difficulties with AI-generated code, often discarding it when unexpected
behavior occurs due to a lack of understanding. Some even find it more efficient to rewrite the
code from scratch than invest time in comprehending and debugging the generated code [6].

One viable solution to overcome this is to abstract away the syntactic complexity as-
sociated with textual code, replacing it with more intuitive interfaces. Low-code program-
ming [75] overcomes this by reducing the amount of textual code developers write by offering
alternative programming interfaces. This has been embraced by software vendors to both
democratize software development and increase productivity [76]. Most low-code offerings
for building AI pipelines currently favor visual programming [77]–[79]. While visual pro-
gramming helps users navigate complex pipelines, it poorly supports discoverability of API
components (basic building blocks of code) in large APIs due to the large range of options
and limited screen space [80].

At the intersection of these two paradigms, we propose LowCoder, the first low-code
tool to combine visual programming with PBNL. We conjecture that the respective strengths
of these two low-code techniques can compensate for each other’s weaknesses. PBNL uses
AI to help users retrieve and use programming constructs based on natural language queries.
This does not always return correct programs, necessitating a way to help users understand
and fix generated programs. Visual programming complements PBNL by providing a clear,
unambiguous representation of the program that users can directly manipulate to experiment
with alternatives. In other words, the use of abstraction, in this case through visual pro-
gramming, can help overcome the challenge of syntactic complexity in LLM generated code.
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Most AI development today involves Python programming with popular libraries such as
scikit-learn (sklearn) [81]. Unfortunately, writing code, even in a language as high-level as
Python, is hard for citizen developers [82]—people who lack formal training in programming
but nevertheless write programs as part of their everyday work. This is a fairly common
situation for data scientists, among others. AI programming libraries also tend to be large
and change regularly. Needing to remember hundreds of AI operators and their arguments
slows down even professional developers.

Our goal is to help people who know what they want to accomplish (e.g., build an AI
pipeline) but face syntactic barriers from the programming language and library (the how
part), perhaps due to a lack of formal programming training. End-users writing software
face similar “design barriers” [82], where it is difficult to even conceptualize a solution. In
contrast to other popular low-code domains such as traditional software [83], the domain
of developing AI pipelines is particularly difficult in this regard due to its experimental
nature where progress has a high degree of uncertainty [84]. We chose to target sklearn [81]
because of its pervasive use, because visual programming naturally fits the pipeline structure
of sklearn, and because PBNL is particularly useful in aiding recall of operators from the
relatively large API of sklearn.

LowCoder’s visual programming component, LowCoderVP, lets users snap together
visual blocks for AI operators into well-structured AI pipelines. It uses Blockly [80] to
provide a Scratch-like [83] look-and-feel. The PBNL component, LowCoderNL, lets users
enter natural language queries and predicts relevant operators, optionally configured with
hyper-parameters. It uses a fine-tuned variant of the CodeT5 model [85] that we developed
through experiments with a variety of neural models for program generation, ranging from
training models from scratch to few-shot prompting large language models [86]. We further
noticed that queries usually mention at most a subset of hyper-parameters for each pipeline
step, so we developed a novel task formulation tailored to this use case that improved learning
outcomes.

We leverage LowCoder to provide some of the first insights into both how and when
low-code programming and PBNL help developers with various degrees of expertise. We con-
duct a user study with 20 participants with varying levels of AI expertise using LowCoder
to complete four tasks, half of which with the help of the AI-powered component Low-
CoderNL. Overall, the combination of visual programming along with the natural language
interface helped both novice and non-novice users to successfully compose pipelines (85% of
tasks) and then further refine their pipelines (72.5% of tasks) when using LowCoderNL.
Additionally, LowCoderNL helped users discover previously-unknown operators in 75% of
the tasks compared to just 32.5% using other methods like web search when LowCoderNL

was not available. In addition, despite being trained on a different dataset, LowCoderNL

accurately answered real user queries.

3.1 LowCoder Tool Design

This work explores the intersection of visual programming and language models in an effort to
understand the benefits and limitations of using the combination in low-code programming.
We accomplish this by implementing and studying LowCoder, a prototype low-code tool
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Figure 3.1: LowCoder interface with labeled components, described in the text.

for building ML pipelines with sklearn operators for tabular data that includes both visual
programming (VP) and natural language (NL) modalities, which complement each other by
mitigating the limitations of either modality separately. Building this tool provided us with
the opportunity to examine the impact of both modalities on users. Figure 3.1 highlights
the main features and inputs of LowCoder.

To support multiple low-code modalities, we follow the lead of projectional code edi-
tors [87] by adopting the model-view-controller pattern. Specifically, we treat visual pro-
gramming as a read-write view, PBNL as a write-only view, and let users inspect data in a
read-only view [75]. The tool keeps these three views in sync by representing the program in
a domain-specific language (DSL). The domain for the DSL is AI pipelines. A correspond-
ing, practical desideratum is that the DSL is compatible with sklearn [81], the most popular
library for building AI pipelines, and is a subset of the Python language, in which sklearn
is implemented, which also enables us to use AI models pretrained on Python code. The
open-source Lale library [88] satisfies these requirements, and in addition, describes hyper-
parameters in JSON schema format [89], which our tool also uses. The current version of our
tool supports 143 sklearn operators. LowCoderVP uses a client-server architecture with
a Python Flask back-end server and front-end based on the Blockly [80] meta-tool for cre-
ating block-based visual programming tools. The front-end converts the block-based repre-
sentation to Lale which is then sent to the back-end. The back-end validates the given Lale
pipeline using internal schemas, then evaluates the pipeline against a given dataset. The
results of this evaluation (including any error messages) are returned to the front-end and
presented to the user.
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3.1.1 Visual Programming Interface

LowCoderVP is our block-based visual programming interface for composing and modifying
AI pipelines. One goal that this tool shares with other block-based visual tools such as
Scratch [83] is to encourage a highly interactive experience. The block visual metaphor
allows for blocks that correspond to sklearn operators to be snapped together to form an AI
pipeline. The shape of the blocks suggest how operators can connect. Their color indicates
how they affect data: red for operators that transform data (with a transform() method)
and purple for other operators that make predictions, such as classifiers and regressors (with
a predict() method).

Figure 3.1 illustrates the interface. A palette (1) on the left side of the interface contains
all of the available operator blocks. Blocks can be dragged-and-dropped from the palette
to the canvas (2). For ease of execution, our tool only allows for one valid pipeline at a
time, so blocks must be attached downstream of the pre-defined Start block to be consid-
ered part of the active pipeline. Figure 3.1 shows an example of blocks defining a pipeline
where the SimpleImputer, StandardScaler, and DecisionTreeClassifier blocks are con-
nected to the Start block and each other. Input data are transformed by the first two opera-
tors (SimpleImputer and StandardScaler) and then sent to DecisionTreeClassifier for
training and then scoring. Blocks not attached to the Start block are disabled but can be
left on the canvas without affecting the execution of the active pipeline. Selected operator
blocks also display a hyper-parameter configuration pane (3) on the right. The pane lists each
hyper-parameter for an operator along with a description (when hovering over the hyper-
parameter name) and default values along with input boxes to modify each hyper-parameter.

Our tool provides a stage (4) with Before and After tables to give immediate feedback
with every input on how the current pipeline affects the given dataset. When a tabular
dataset is loaded, the Before table displays its target column on the left and feature columns
on the right. When a pipeline that transforms input data is executed, the After table shows
the results of the transformations. At any time, a pipeline can be executed on the given
dataset by pressing the “Run Pipeline” button. Executing a pipeline will attempt to train
the given pipeline on the training portion of the given dataset and then return a preview of
all data transformations on the training data in a second table. For instance, in the exam-
ple shown in Figure 3.1, executing the pipeline with SimpleImputer and StandardScaler
transforms data from the Before table by imputing missing values and standardizing all fea-
ture values in the After table. If training is successful, then the trained pipeline is scored
against the test set and the score (usually accuracy) is displayed. LowCoderVP also en-
courages liveness [90] by executing the pipeline when either the active pipeline is modified
or hyper-parameters are configured. For example, adding a PCA operator and setting the
n_components hyper-parameter to 2 for the prior example will reduce the feature columns
in the After table to 2. Hence, users receive immediate feedback on the effect of pipeline
changes on the dataset without requiring separate training or scoring steps. This liveness
encourages a high degree of interactivity [83].
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3.1.2 Natural Language Interface

A potential weakness of visual low code tools is that users have trouble discovering the right
components to use [82]. For instance, the palette of LowCoderVP contains more than
a hundred operator blocks. Rather than requiring users to know the exact name of the
operator or scroll through so many operators, we provide LowCoderNL, which allows users
to describe a desired operation in the NL interface (labeled component 5 in Figure 3.1) text
box and press the “Predict Pipeline” button. The tool then infers relevant operator(s) and any
applicable hyper-parameters using an underlying natural-language-to-code translation model
and automatically adds the most relevant operator to the end of the pipeline. The palette is
also filtered to only display any relevant operator(s) such as in Figure 3.1. Pressing the “Reset
Palette” button will undo filtering (so the palette shows all available operators again) without
clearing the active pipeline or canvas. Depending on the NL search, the automatically
added operator may either have hyper-parameters explicitly defined or potentially relevant
hyper-parameters highlighted. As an example, the NL search “PCA with 2 components” will
automatically add the PCA operator where the n_components hyper-parameter is set to 2
and may highlight other hyper-parameters such as random_state for the user to consider
setting. Section 3.2 describes the design and implementation of this model in detail. A
potential weakness of natural language low-code tools is that the generated programs can
be incorrect, due to a lack of clarity, or ambiguity, in the query, or a lack of context for
the model providing inferences [91]. In comparison, visual inputs and representations are
unambiguous [75], requiring no probabilistic interpretation, so users can easily understand
and manipulate the results returned by LowCoderNL.

To ground our evaluation of LowCoderNL, we also provide a version of the tool without
a trained language model to users in our study (described in Section 4.5). In this setting, the
NL interface (5) text box becomes a simple substring keyword search that matches the query
against operator names. For example, inputting “classifier” filters the palette to only display
sklearn operators that contain ‘classifier’ in the name such as RandomForestClassifier
(but notably not all classifiers such as SVC). Hence, users receive immediate feedback on the
effect of pipeline changes on the dataset without requiring separate training or scoring steps.
This liveness encourages a high degree of interactivity [83].

3.1.3 Natural Language Interface

A potential weakness of visual low code tools is that users have trouble discovering the right
components to use [82]. For instance, the palette of LowCoderVP contains more than
a hundred operator blocks. Rather than requiring users to know the exact name of the
operator or scroll through so many operators, we provide LowCoderNL, which allows users
to describe a desired operation in the NL interface (labeled component 5 in Figure 3.1) text
box and press the “Predict Pipeline” button. The tool then infers relevant operator(s) and any
applicable hyper-parameters using an underlying natural-language-to-code translation model
and automatically adds the most relevant operator to the end of the pipeline. The palette is
also filtered to only display any relevant operator(s) such as in Figure 3.1. Pressing the “Reset
Palette” button will undo filtering (so the palette shows all available operators again) without
clearing the active pipeline or canvas. Depending on the NL search, the automatically
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added operator may either have hyper-parameters explicitly defined or potentially relevant
hyper-parameters highlighted. As an example, the NL search “PCA with 2 components” will
automatically add the PCA operator where the n_components hyper-parameter is set to 2
and may highlight other hyper-parameters such as random_state for the user to consider
setting. Section 3.2 describes the design and implementation of this model in detail. A
potential weakness of natural language low-code tools is that the generated programs can
be incorrect, due to a lack of clarity, or ambiguity, in the query, or a lack of context for
the model providing inferences [91]. In comparison, visual inputs and representations are
unambiguous [75], requiring no probabilistic interpretation, so users can easily understand
and manipulate the results returned by LowCoderNL.

To ground our evaluation of LowCoderNL, we also provide a version of the tool without
a trained language model to users in our study (described in Section 4.5). In this setting, the
NL interface (5) text box becomes a simple substring keyword search that matches the query
against operator names. For example, inputting “classifier” filters the palette to only display
sklearn operators that contain ‘classifier’ in the name such as RandomForestClassifier
(but notably not all classifiers such as SVC).

3.2 Using Language Models for Low-Code

This section discusses the language modeling for LowCoderNL.

3.2.1 Data Collection

Our goal is to make a large API accessible through a low-code tool by allowing users to
describe what they want to do when they do not know how. More specifically, we want to
enable users to build sklearn pipelines in a low-code setting, using a natural language interface
that can be used as an intelligent search tool. This problem can be solved using language
models that can be trained to translate a natural language query into the corresponding line
of code [59]. However, such models heavily rely on data to learn such behaviour and would
need to be trained on an aligned dataset of natural language queries and the corresponding
sklearn line(s) of code demonstrating how a user would want to use such an intelligent
search tool. Naturally, we cannot collect such a dataset without this tool, creating a circular
dependency. To overcome this challenge, we curate a proxy dataset using 140K Python
Kaggle notebooks that were collected as part of the Google AI4Code challenge.1 From these
notebooks, we extracted aligned Natural Language (NL) & Code cells related to machine
learning and data science tasks. While the distribution of the NL in the markdown cells is not
completely representative of the NL queries that users would enter in the low-code setting,
they provide the model with a broad range of such examples. Results in Section 3.3.1 show
that this is indeed effective.

1https://www.kaggle.com/competitions/AI4Code
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3.2.2 Data Preprocessing

We first filter out notebooks that do not contain any sklearn code. This leaves 84,783
notebooks – evidently, many notebooks involve sklearn. We further filter out notebooks with
non-English descriptions in all of the markdown cells, resulting in 59,569 notebooks. We then
create a proxy dataset by extracting all code cells containing sklearn code and pairing these
with their preceding NL cell to get a total of 211,916 aligned NL-code pairs. We remove any
duplicate NL-code pairs, leaving 102,750 unique pairs. For each code cell, we then extract
the line(s) of code corresponding to an sklearn operation invocation statement.

We discard any code cells that do not include sklearn operation invocation statements but
include other sklearn code, leaving a final total of 79,372 NL-Code pairs. We separate these
into train/validation/test splits resulting in 64,779 train samples, 7,242 validation samples,
and 7,351 test samples.

3.2.3 Tasks

Table 3.1: Task formulations highlighting the code components: mask , operator name ,
hyper-parameter name , hyper-parameter value . The Hybrid Operator Invocation setting
does not mask ‘balanced’ as it appears in the query.

Task Formulation Code for the NL query: Random forest with balanced class weight

Operator Name RandomForestClassifier

Complete Operator Invocation RandomForestClassifier ( n_estimators = 100 , class_weight = ‘balanced’ )

Masked Operator Invocation RandomForestClassifier ( n_estimators = MASK , class_weight = MASK )

Hybrid Operator Invocation RandomForestClassifier ( n_estimators = MASK , class_weight = ‘balanced’ )

Given the NL query, our model aims to generate a line of sklearn code corresponding to
an operation invocation that can be used to build the next step of the pipeline. We consider
a range of formulations of the task with different levels of details, as illustrated in Table 3.1.

Operator Name Generation

The simplest task is generating only the operator name from the NL query. This alone can
significantly help a developer with navigating the extensive sklearn API. We process the
aligned dataset to map the query to the name(s) of operator(s) invoked in the code cell,
discarding any other information such as hyper-parameters.

Complete Operator Invocation Generation

At the other extreme, we task the model with synthesizing the complete operation invo-
cation statement, including all the hyper-parameter names and values. Preliminary results
(discussed in Section 3.3.1) show that the model often makes up arbitrary hyper-parameter
values, resulting in lines of code that can rarely be used directly by developers.
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Masked Operator Invocation Generation

In this scenario, we mask out all the hyper-parameter values from the invocation statement,
keeping only their names. The goal of this formulation is to ensure that the model learns
to predict the specific invocation signature, even if it is unaware of the values to provide for
the hyper-parameters.

Hybrid Operator Invocation Generation (HOI)

Manual inspection of the NL-code pairs revealed that the queries sometimes explicitly de-
scribe a subset of the hyper-parameter names and values to be used in the code. When this
is the case, the model has the necessary context to predict at least those hyper-parameter
values. Supporting this form of querying enables users to express the most salient hyper-
parameters up-front. Therefore, we formulated a new hybrid task, where we keep the hyper-
parameter values if they are explicitly stated in the NL query and mask them otherwise.
This gives the model an opportunity to learn the hyper-parameter names and values if they
are explicitly stated in the description, and unburdens it from making up values that it lacks
the context to predict by allowing it to generate placeholders (masks) for them.
Evaluation: To evaluate the feasibility of predicting code using the different task formula-
tions, we train a simple sequence-to-sequence model (detailed in Section 3.2.4) and compare
the results for the various training tasks in Section 3.3.1. We find HOI to be the most accu-
rate/reliable formulation for our setting. We therefore proceed to use this task formulation
for training the models.

3.2.4 Modeling

All tasks from Section 4.2 are sequence-to-sequence tasks. We compare and contrast three
different deep learning paradigms for this type of task, illustrated in Figure 3.2: 1) train a
standard sequence-to-sequence transformer from scratch, 2) fine-tune (calibrate) a pretrained
“medium” sized model, 3) query a Large Language Model (LLM) by means of few-shot
prompting [92]. We elaborate on these models below. Note that we use top-k sampling for
our top-5 results.

Transformer (from scratch)

We train a sequence-to-sequence Transformer model [93] with randomly initialized param-
eters on the training data. Our relatively small dataset of ca. 70K training samples limits
the size of a model that can be trained in this manner. We use a standard model size, with
6 encoder and decoder layers and 512-dimensional attention across 8 attention heads and a
batch size of 32 sequences with up to 512 tokens each. We use a sentence piece tokenizer
(trained on Python code) with a vocabulary size of 50K tokens. The model uses an encoder-
decoder architecture that jointly learns to encode (extract a representation of) the natural
language sequence and decode (generate) the corresponding sklearn operator sequences.
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the “trifecta" of training approaches used in contemporary deep
learning: smaller models are directly trained from scratch on downstream task data; medium
sized models (100M-1B parameters) are pretrained with a generic training signal and then
fine-tuned on task data; large models (>1B parameters) are only pretrained on very large
datasets and are prompted with examples from the training data as demonstration followed
by the query.

Fine-tuning CodeT5

CodeT5 is a pretrained encoder-decoder transformer model [85] that has shown strong results
when fine-tuned on various code understanding and generation tasks [94]. CodeT5 was
pretrained on a corpus of six programming languages from the CodeSearchNet dataset [95]
and fine-tuned on several tasks from the CodeXGLUE benchmark[94] in a multi-task learning
setting, where the task type is prepended to the input string to inform the model of the task.
We fine-tune CodeT5 on the HOI generation task by adding the ‘Generate Python’ prefix
to all NL queries. We experiment with different size CodeT5 models: codet5-small (60M
parameters), base (220M), and large (770M).

Few-Shot Learning With CodeGen

Lastly, we explore large language models (LLMs) that are known to perform well in a task-
agnostic few-shot setting [96]. More specifically, we look at CodeGen, a family of LLMs that
are based on standard transformer-based autoregressive language modeling [86]. Pretrained
CodeGen models are available in a broad range of sizes, including 350M, 2.7B, 6.1B and
16.1B parameters. These were all trained on three different datasets, starting with a large,
predominantly English corpus, followed by a multi-lingual programming language corpus,
and concluding with fine-tuning on just Python data, which we use in this work. The largest
model trained this way was shown to be competitive with Codex [97] on a Python benchmark
[86].

Models at this scale are expensive to fine-tune and are instead commonly used for in-
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Figure 3.3: Example of a few (3) shot prompting template for querying a large language
model in our study.

ference by means of “few-shot prompting" [92]. LLMs are remarkably capable of providing
high-quality completions given an expanded prompt containing examples demonstrating the
task [96]. We prompt our model with 5 such NL-code examples. Figure 3.3 illustrates an
example prompt with 3 such pairs. The model does in-context learning on the examples in
the prompt and completes the sequence task, which results in generating the HOI code.

3.3 Evaluation

This section describes the evaluations for the language modeling that enables LowCoderNL

along with the user studies that we conducted to analyze the benefits and challenges of using
low-code for developing AI pipelines using LowCoder.

3.3.1 Modeling

Experimental Setup

All of our models are implemented using PyTorch transformers and the HuggingFace inter-
face. We use the latest checkpoints of the CodeT5 [85] and CodeGen [86] models. Our mod-
els were trained on a single machine with multiple 48 GB NVIDIA Quadro RTX 8000 GPUs
until they reached convergence on the validation loss. We clip input and output sequence
lengths to 512 tokens, but reduce the latter to 64 when using the model in LowCoder to re-
duce inference time. We find in additional experiments that since few predictions are longer
than this threshold, this incurs no significant decrease in accuracy, but speeds up inference
by 34%. We use a batch size of 32 for training and fine-tuning all of our Transformer and
CodeT5 models, except for CodeT5-large, for which we used a batch size of 64 to improve
stability during training.

Test Datasets

To ensure a well-rounded evaluation, we look at two different test datasets.
(i) Test data (from notebooks) - We use the NL-code pairs from the Kaggle notebooks
we created in Section 3.2.2 containing 7,351 samples. These are noisy – some samples contain
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vague and underspecified Natural Language (NL) queries, such as - “Data preprocessing”,
“Build a model”, “Using a clustering model”. Others contain multiple operator invocation
statements corresponding to a single NL query, even though the NL description only mentions
one of them, e.g., “Model # 2 - Decision Trees” corresponds to DecisionTreeClassifier()
and confusion_matrix(y_true, y_pred). Furthermore, these samples were collected from
Kaggle notebooks, so the distribution of the NL queries collected from the markdown cells
are not necessarily representative of NL queries that real users may enter into LowCoderNL.
(ii) Real user data - We log all the NL queries that users searched for in LowCoder
during the user studies along with the list of operators that the model returned. This gives
us a more accurate distribution of NL queries that developers use to search for operators in
LowCoderNL. We obtained a total of 218 samples in this way, which we then manually
annotated to check whether (i) the predictions were accurate, that is, if the operators in any
of the predictions matches the inferred intent in the query and (ii) the NL query was clear,
with an inter-rater agreement of 97.7% and a negotiated agreement [98] of 100%.

Test Metrics

We use both greedy (top-1) and top-K (top-5) decoding when generating the operator in-
vocation sequences for each NL query. We evaluate the models’ ability to generate just the
operator name as well as the entire operator invocation (including all the hyper-parameter
names and values) based on the hybrid formulation.

Task Comparison

We first train a series of randomly initialized 6-layer Transformer models from scratch on
each task formulation from Section 4.2. We compare the model’s ability to correctly generate
the operator name and the operator invocation based on the formulation corresponding to
the training task using top-1 and top-5 accuracy as shown in Figure 3.4. We find that the
hybrid formulation of the operation invocation task, while challenging, is indeed feasible
and allowed the model to achieve reasonably strong performance when generating the entire
operation invocation statement. Contrary to the other task formulations, a model trained
with the HOI signal also achieved comparable performance to the model trained solely on
operator names when evaluated purely on operator name prediction (ignoring the generated
hyper-parameter string). These results highlight that the hybrid representation helps the
model learn by unburdening it from inferring values that it lacks the context to predict.

Model Comparison

We next evaluate the performance of the trifecta of modeling strategies from Section 3.2.4 on
the task of Hybrid Operation Invocation (HOI) generation. We benchmark across different
model sizes and compare the performance for both operator name and operator invocation
generation using top-5 accuracy in Figure 3.5. The results show that the 0.77B parameter
fine-tuned CodeT5 is the best performing model with an accuracy of 73.57% and 41.27% on
the test data for the operation name and operation invocation generation respectively. The
0.22B parameter fine-tuned CodeT5 model has comparable performance, but its inference
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Figure 3.4: Accuracy of Transformer models trained from scratch on various task formula-
tions. ‘Invocation’ test results refer to the specific invocation formulation of the training task,
while ‘Names only’ just considers whether the generated code starts with the correct opera-
tor name. Only the Hybrid Operator Invocation setting yields useful quality on both tasks.

time is approximately 2–3 seconds faster than the 0.77B fine-tuned CodeT5 model, making
it more desirable for integration with the tool.

Performance in Practice

Up to this point, all our evaluations have been based on the proxy dataset from Kaggle.
To get a better idea of the model’s performance in the real world, we further evaluate the
performance of the fine-tuned 0.22B parameter CodeT5-base from the tool on real user data
that was collected during the user studies. The distribution of NL queries collected from the
user studies represents the “true" distribution of queries that can be expected from users in
a low-code setting. Out of the 218 samples that were collected, we found only one sample
in which a user explicitly specified a hyper-parameter value in their query. We therefore
only compute the accuracy of the operation name generated rather than the entire operation
invocation (as they would use default values anyway and so the scores remain the same
except for that one sample).

Out of 218 query requests, the fine-tuned CodeT5-base model that was used in our tool
answered 150 queries correctly, which would suggest an overall accuracy of 68.8%. How-
ever, 33 of these requests targeted actions that are not supported by the sklearn API, such
as dropping a column (commonly the territory of the Pandas library). Disregarding such
unsupported usage, LowCoderNL answered 141 out of 185 queries correctly for an overall
accuracy of 76.2%. For 33 additional samples, neither annotator could infer a reasonable
ground truth since the prompt was unclear (e.g.: “empty"). Leaving these out, i.e., when
the prompt is both clear and the operator is supported by the tool, LowCoderNL was ac-
curate in over 90% (137/152) of completions
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Figure 3.5: Accuracy vs. model size based on top-5 sampling. (*The 16B CodeGen uses top-
3 due to memory constraints.) We compare the three modeling paradigms, namely training
transformer from scratch, finetuning CodeT5, and fewshot prompting CodeGen, on both
Operator Name generation and Hybrid Operator Invocation generation.

3.3.2 User Study

We conducted a user study with 20 participants with varying levels of AI expertise to create
AI pipelines using LowCoder across four tasks, replacing LowCoderNL with a simple
keyword search in half the tasks. We collect and analyze data to investigate the following
research questions:

RQ1: How do LowCoderNL and other features help participants discover previously-unknown
operators?

RQ2: Are participants able to compose and then iteratively refine AI pipelines in our tool?
RQ3: What are the benefits and challenges of integrating language models with visual pro-

gramming for low-code?

Study Methodology

We recruited 20 participants within the same large technology company via internal mes-
saging channels. We expect that citizen developers without formal programming training
may also have varying levels of AI expertise and intentionally solicited participants of all
backgrounds. Potential participants filled out a short pre-study survey to self-report expe-
rience in the following: machine learning, data preprocessing, and sklearn using a 1 (no ex-
perience) to 5 (expert) scale. Participants include a mix of roles including developers, data
scientists, and product managers working in a variety of domains such as AI, business infor-
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matics, quantum computing, and software services. 25% of the participants are female and
the remaining 75% are male. 40% of the participants self-reported being novices in machine
learning by indicating a 1 or 2 in the pre-study survey.

The study design is within-subjects [99] where each participant was exposed to two
conditions: using LowCoder with (NL condition) and without (keyword condition) the
natural language (NL) interface powered by LowCoderNL. The keyword condition used a
simple substring filter for operator names. Each participant performed four tasks total across
the two conditions. For each task, participants were instructed to create AI pipelines with
data preprocessing and classifier steps on a sample dataset with as high a score (accuracy on
the test set) as possible during a time period of five to ten minutes. Each sample dataset was
split beforehand into separate train and test sets. Tasks were open-ended with no guidance
on what preprocessing steps or classifiers should be used.

There were four sample datasets in total and each participant was exposed to all four. The
sample datasets are public tabular datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [100].
Two of the tasks (A and D) require a specific data preprocessing step in order to successfully
create a pipeline while two (B and D) technically do not require preprocessing to proceed.
For each participant, the order of the conditions and the order of the tasks were shuffled
such that there is a uniform distribution of the order of conditions and tasks.

As our study included machine learning novices, we gave each participant a short overview
of the basics of machine learning with tabular datasets and data preprocessing. We avoided
using specific terms or names of operators in favor of more general descriptions of data-
related problems.

We then gave each participant an overview of LowCoder. To mitigate potential biasing
or priming, the tool overview used a fifth dataset from the UCI repository [100]. To avoid op-
erators that were potentially useful in user tasks, the overview used both a non-sklearn oper-
ator that was not available in the study versions of the tool as well as sklearn’s DummyClassi-
fier that generates predictions without considering input features. Participants were allowed
to use external resources such as web search engines or documentation pages. Nudges were
given by the study administrators after five minutes if necessary to help participants progress
in a task. Nudges were in the form of reminders to use tool features such as the NL inter-
face, external resources, or to include missing steps such as data preprocessing or classifiers.
Nudges did not mention specific operator names nor guidance on specific actions to take.

For each version of the tool, study administrators would describe the unique features
of the particular version and then have participants perform tasks using two out of four
sample datasets. After performing tasks using both versions of the tool and all four sample
datasets, participants were asked to provide open-ended feedback and/or reactions for both
LowCoder and the comparison between the NL and keyword conditions.

Data Collection and Analysis

To answer our research questions, for each participant, we collect and analyze both quan-
titative and qualitative data. For quantitative data, we report on the incidence of par-
ticipants discovering a previously-unknown operator (RQ1) and the incidence of complet-
ing the task and iterating or improving the pipeline (RQ2). We consider an operator
‘previously-unknown’ if the participant found and used the operator without using the ex-
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Table 3.2: Incidence of tasks where participants find previously-unknown operators per
condition (40 tasks for all, 16 tasks by novices, and 24 by non-novices). Note that rows may
not sum to 100% as participants can use multiple methods to discover operators for a given
task or not discover operators at all.

Condition Participant
Method of Discovery

LowCoderNL Web search Palette

NL

All 30 (75.0%) 5 (12.5%) 5 (12.5%)

Novice 8 (50.0%) 2 (12.5%) 4 (25.0%)

Non-Novice 22 (91.7%) 3 (12.5%) 1 (4.2%)

Keyword

All Not available
in this
condition.

13 (32.5%) 11 (27.5%)

Novice 3 (18.8%) 5 (31.3%)

Non-Novice 10 (41.7%) 6 (25.0%)

act or similar name. For example, using an NL query such as “deal with missing values” to
find the SimpleImputer operator is considered discovering a previously-unknown operator
while a query such as “simpleimpute” is not. We report discovery using the following meth-
ods: through LowCoderNL, generic web search engine (Google), and scrolling through the
palette. Participants may discover multiple unknown operators during the same task, pos-
sibly using different methods. For each participant’s task, we consider it ‘complete’ if the
composed pipeline successfully trains against the dataset’s training set and returns a score
against the test set. We consider the pipeline iterated if a participant modifies an already-
complete pipeline. More specifically, we consider the following forms of iteration: a prepro-
cessing operator block is added or swapped, a classifier block is swapped, or hyper-parameters
are tuned. We report each of these as separate types of pipeline iteration. Participants may
perform multiple types of iteration during the same task. Both sets of quantitative metrics
are counted per task (80 tasks total for 20 participants, 40 tasks per condition).

We use qualitative data to answer RQ3. This data focuses on the participants’ actions in
LowCoder, commentary while using the tool and performing tasks, and answers to open-
ended questions after the study. Specifically, the same two authors that administered the user
study analyzed the notes generated by the study along with the audio and screen recordings
when the notes were insufficient, using discrete actions and/or quotations as the unit of
analysis. The first round of analysis performed open coding [99] on data from 16 studies to
elicit an initial set of 73 themes. The two authors then iteratively refined the initial themes
through discussion along with identifying 13 axial codes which are summarized in Figure 3.6.
The same authors then performed the same coding process on a hold-out set of 4 studies.
No additional themes were derived from the hold-out set of studies, suggesting saturation.
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Study Results

We answer RQ1 and RQ2 using quantitative data collected from observing participant ac-
tions per task and answer RQ3 through open coding of qualitative data.

RQ1: How do LowCoderNL and other features help participants discover previously-
unknown operators?

A known limitation of visual programming is discoverability [80]. Table 3.2 reports how
often participants discovered previously-unknown operators during their tasks. 80% of the
participants discovered an unknown operator across 63.8% of all 80 tasks in the study. Par-
ticipants discovered unknown operators in 82.5% of the 40 NL condition tasks compared
to 45% of the 40 keyword condition tasks. The odds of discovering an unknown operator
are significantly greater in the NL condition than keyword (p≪ 0.001) using Barnard’s ex-
act test. We examine the methods of discovery in more detail, noting that LowCoderNL

is only available in the NL condition whereas web search and scrolling through the opera-
tor palette are available in both conditions. Participants were not able to use the keyword
search to discover unknown operators due to needing at least part of the exact name. Using
LowCoderNL, participants discovered unknown operators in 75% of tasks in the NL condi-
tion as opposed to an average of 22.5% using web search engines (12.5% in the NL condition
and 32.5% in the keyword condition) and an average of 20% by scrolling through the oper-
ator palette (12.5% in the NL condition and 27.5% in the keyword condition). Within the
NL condition, the odds of an unknown operator being discovered are significantly greater
using LowCoderNL as opposed to both web search (p≪ 0.001) and scrolling (p≪ 0.001).
When splitting on the experience of the participant, we find statistically greater chances of
novices discovering operators in the NL condition using LowCoderNL as opposed to web
search (p=0.013) but not scrolling (p=0.086). Non-novices were significantly more likely
to discover operators using LowCoderNL compared to web search or scrolling (p≪ 0.001,
p≪0.001). Results do not change if considering web searches or scrolling across all 80 tasks.
These results suggest that LowCoderNL is particularly helpful in discovering previously-
unknown operators, especially compared to web search, but novices still face some chal-
lenges. We discuss these challenges in RQ3.

RQ2: Are participants able to compose and then iteratively refine AI pipelines
in our tool?

Machine learning development is intensely iterative [84] and tools should support this.
Table 3.3 reports how often participants iterated on pipelines. Participants completed 82.5%
of the 80 tasks in the study and further iterated their pipelines in 72.5% of the tasks. Splitting
on condition, the NL condition has 85% task completion and 72.5% further iteration while the
keyword condition has 80% task completion and 72.5% iteration rate. Swapping classifiers
was the most common form of iteration at 48.8%, followed by adding or swapping prepro-
cessors at 43.8% and setting hyper-parameters at 30%. Comparing novices to non-novices,
both types of participants are mostly successful in iterating pipelines with no significant dif-
ferences in iteration rate using Barnard’s exact test (p=0.109). This result holds when iter-
ating preprocessors (p=0.664) but not classifiers (p=0.038) nor hyper-parameters (p=0.005).
Non-novices are more likely to complete the task than novices (p=0.002). Regardless of expe-
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Table 3.3: Incidence of tasks where participants complete and iterate on preprocessors,
classifiers, and hyper-parameters.

Iteration Type Total Tasks (80) Novice (32) Non-Novice (48)

Task Completion 66 (82.5%) 21 (65.6%) 45 (93.8%)

Swap Classifier 39 (48.8%) 11 (34.4%) 28 (58.3%)

Add/Swap Preprocessors 35 (43.8%) 15 (46.9%) 20 (41.7%)

Set Hyper-parameters 24 (30.0%) 4 (19.0%) 20 (41.7%)

All Iterations 58 (72.5%) 20 (62.5%) 38 (79.2%)

rience, both novices and non-novices are able to iteratively refine their pipelines, but novices
face some challenges compared to non-novices regarding actually completing the task. These
challenges are discussed in the next research question.

RQ3: What are the benefits and challenges of integrating language models with
visual programming for low-code?

Figure 3.6 shows our 13 axial codes for answering RQ3. These codes broadly represent
three overarching themes regarding combining visual programming and language models for
low-code:

1) Discovery of machine learning operators relevant for the task at hand, 2) Iterative
Composition of the operators in the tool, and 3) Challenges that participants, particularly
novices, face regarding working with machine learning and/or using low-code tools. We also
collect Feedback from participants to inform future development of LowCoder. Due to
space limitations, we only report on a selection of the 13 axial codes and 73 codes derived
from open coding.

For the first category of Discovery, our analysis derived two axial codes related to the
participants’ goal while attempting to discover operators: 1) Know “What” Not “How” where
participants have a desired action in mind but do not know the exact operator that performs
that action (19 out of 20 participants experienced this axial code) and 2) Know “What” And
“How” where participants have a particular action and operator in mind (18/20). We dive
deeper into Know “What” Not “How” which includes the code where participants Discover
a previously-unknown operator using NL (16/20). We found in RQ1 that LowCoderNL

was helpful in finding unknown operators compared to other methods. The qualitative
data suggests that participants were able to find unknown operators using LowCoderNL

during cases where they have an idea of the action to perform but do not know the exact
operator name for a variety of reasons. For example, when discovering SimpleImputer with
LowCoderNL, P11 noted that they “never used SimpleImputer but had an idea of what I
wanted to do, even though I generally remove NaNs in Pandas.” Another example is P16
who “preferred the [NL version of LowCoder ], even when I was doing Google searches,
they... didn’t give me options, your tool at least returns some options that I can try out and
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swap out.” As a novice, P16 had difficulties finding the names of useful operators from web
search results as opposed to the LowCoderNL which directly returned actionable operators.
Challenges regarding general web search is also an axial code.

For the second category of Iterative Composition, we derived four axial codes related
to participant behaviors while attempting to compose and iterate on pipelines: 1) Gen-
eral Exploratory (13/20) iteration, 2) Exploratory iteration but where participants will se-
lect operators or hyper-parameters seemingly at Random (18/20), 3) Targeted (19/20) it-
eration where participants select operators or hyper-parameters with a particular intent,
and 4) Seeking Documentation (15/20) where participants search for documentation to in-
form iteration decisions. For both forms of Exploratory iteration and Targeted iteration, we
find examples of participants iterating classifiers, preprocessors, and hyper-parameters. For
the axial code of seemingly Random iteration, participants, especially (but not exclusively)
novices, when unsure of how to proceed, tended to try out arbitrary preprocessors or clas-
sifiers. This was more common for more difficult tasks that required particular data pre-
processing to proceed. For example, non-novice P9 remarked “I’m not familiar enough with
it, so do I Google it or brute force it? [...] I don’t even know what to Google to figure this
out... I guess I’ll do some light brute-forcing” and proceeded to swap in and out preproces-
sors from the palette. In contrast, the axial code of Targeted (19/20) iteration has codes
that reflect particular intentions that participants derived from observations within the tool,
such as Noticing error messages (10/20) or Making use of data tables in task (14/20). As an
example of the data tables case, P11 realized through the Before data table that the given
dataset had “too many columns” and added the IncrementalPCA operator along with set-
ting its n_components hyper-parameter to 5. Upon seeing the change in data in the After
data table, they remarked, “Wow... I really like that I can see all the hyper-parameters that
I can play with” and proceeded to tune various hyper-parameters.

The third category is the variety of Challenges that participants faced while using
LowCoder and performing the machine learning tasks, where we derive six axial codes:
1) General challenges (10/20) faced by participants that are not particular to our tool or
tasks, 2) Not Knowing “What” (15/20) where participants experienced difficulties due to
knowing neither “what” nor “how” to begin, 3) General Discovery challenges (15/20), 4)
Discovery challenges around using Web search (14/20), 5) Discovery challenges when using
Tool search (17/20) or specifically using LowCoderNL, and 6) Tool Functionality (19/20)
which describes challenges participants faced using (or not using) LowCoder features. We
dive deeper into the axial code of Not Knowing “What” and note its contrast to the Know
“What” Not “How” axial code where participants may have intentions but not know how
to execute them or the Exploratory iteration axial code where participants may not have
specific intentions but know how to iterate. All novices (8/8) and most non-novices (7/12)
experienced this challenge. The primary code is that participants Did not know “what” they
wanted to do (11/20). One possible cause of this lack of progression is choice paralysis, for
example on P17’s first task, “first things first, I don’t even know where to begin... right now
it’s super overwhelming, I guess I’ll start throwing stuff in there.” We also describe the axial
code of Tool search (17/20) where participants had difficulties forming search queries for
LowCoderNL.

Participants noted that despite the interface being intended for general natural language,
the interface still Needed a specific vocabulary (8/20). As P19, a novice, described it, “I get the
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Figure 3.6: Axial codes from our qualitative analysis.

idea of how it’s supposed to work but it’s hit and miss... even if I use very layman’s terms...
it expects a non-naive explanation of what needs to be done.” Part of this challenge may be
due to a mismatch in the natural language in Kaggle notebooks used to train LowCoderNL

and the language used by novices.

3.4 Summary

One of the challenges with AI programming tools is that the generated code can be difficult
to understand due to its syntactic complexity. Low-code techniques like visual programming
overcome this by allowing users to create programs without any textual code. However, tools
that rely only on visual development poorly support discoverability of API components (basic
building blocks of code). To solve this problem, we developed LowCoder, the first low-code
tool for developing AI pipelines that supports both a visual programming interface and offers
an AI-powered natural language interface. By evaluating LowCoder with developers, we
show both that the visual programming interface supports rapid prototyping and that the
AI driven natural language interface helps developers discover code blocks when they know
what they want to do but not how to implement their designs.

3.5 Takeaway

AI has shown a lot of potential in empowering individuals with limited or no programming
experience to write code, but this code is often difficult to understand and manipulate. We
address this challenge by abstracting away textual code and replacing it with a more intuitive
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drag-and-drop based visual interfaces. LowCoder facilitates the integration of AI into a
trusted environment tailored to the needs of non-expert programmers. Through LowCoder,
we show that AI can still be just as useful at this level of abstraction. Specifically, the natural
language model supports users in the visual space despite being trained on textual code.
Consequently, LowCoder provides a user-friendly space where individuals can leverage
the capabilities of AI without the need for extensive coding knowledge, thereby enhancing
accessibility and usability.
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Chapter 4

Challenge 2: Verification

Generating tests for verification is another prominent challenge that arises with using Large
Language Models (LLMs) for code generation. Despite excelling in code generation, LLMs
face limitations when it comes to generating tests. This is attributed to their training
approach, which focuses on generating individual code files independently, following the
standard practice in natural language processing. As a result, they can not consider the
code under test context when generating the tests.

During software development, developers often write tests to verify the correctness of their
code. In projects that are well tested, most code files have at least one corresponding test
file that implements unit and/or integration test functions that evaluate the functionality
of the code. However, writing high quality tests can be time-consuming [9], [10] and is
often overlooked. To address this, there has been extensive work done in automating test
generation, which includes both classical [11]–[14] and neural-based methods [11], [15], [16].

Classical test generation tools like EvoSuite [12] are optimized to generate tests with high-
coverage. However, the generated tests are often hard to read and may be unrealistic or even
wrong [17]. As a result, developers need to invest time and effort to verify the correctness of
generated tests [13]. Meanwhile, LLMs trained on code have made significant advancements
in generating functions that are human-like and of high quality, leveraging their file-level
context [18]–[21]. Tools like Copilot excel at code generation, thereby significantly enhancing
user productivity [2]. However, these models are currently less adept at generating tests,
because they are trained to generate the code in each file separately - a standard practice in
natural language processing.

Generating meaningful tests, of course, critically requires considering the alignment be-
tween the tests and the corresponding code under test. Some prior work on neural-based
test generation methods has focused on modeling this alignment [11], [15], [23]. However,
this work typically focuses on the relatively narrow task of generating individual assertions
in otherwise complete tests, based on a single method under test. Unlocking the more im-
pactful ability to generate entire tests requires leveraging both the entire code file and exist-
ing tests as context, which in turn requires substantially larger models.

In this work, we make a significant step towards accurate whole-test generation via CAT-
LM, a language model trained on aligned Code And Tests. CAT-LM is a bi-lingual GPT-
style LLM with 2.7B parameters. It is trained on a large corpus of Python and Java projects
using a novel pretraining signal that explicitly considers the mapping between code and
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test files, when available, while also leveraging the (much larger) volume of untested code.
Modeling the code file along with the test leads to additional challenges regarding a model’s
context length. Most code generation models support a context window of up to 2,048
tokens. However, our data analysis indicates that many code-test file pairs comprise more
than 8K tokens. We thus increase the maximum sequence input length, training CAT-LM
with a context window of 8,192 tokens.

Our results show that the model effectively leverages the code file context to generate
more syntactically valid tests that achieve higher coverage. The model provides a strong
prior for generating plausible tests: combined with basic filters for compilability and cover-
age, CAT-LM frequently generates tests with coverage close to those written by human de-
velopers.

We evaluate CAT-LM against several strong baselines across two realistic applications:
test method generation and test method completion. For test method generation, we compare
CAT-LM to both human written tests as well as the tests generated by StarCoder [22]
and, the CodeGen [19] model family, which includes mono-lingual models trained on a much
larger budget than ours. We also compare against TeCo [23], a recent test-specific model,
for test completion. CAT-LM generates more valid tests on average than StarCoder and
all CodeGen models, and substantially outperforms TeCo at test completion. Our results
highlight the merit of combining the power of large neural methods with a pretraining signal
based on software engineering expertise—in this case, the importance of the relation between
code and test files.

4.1 Overview

CAT-LM is a GPT-style model that can generate tests given code context. Figure 4.1 shows
an overview of our entire system, which includes data collection and preprocessing (detailed
in Section 4.3.1), pretraining CAT-LM (Section 4.4), and evaluation (Section 4.5).

We first collect a corpus of ca. 200K Python and Java GitHub repositories, focusing on
those with at least 10 stars. We split these at the project level into a train and test set
(Section 4.3.1). We filter our training set following CodeParrot [101] standards (including
deduplication), resulting in ∼15M code and test files. We align code and test files using a
fuzzy string match heuristic (Section 4.3.2).

We then prepare the training data, comprising of the code-test file pairs, paired with a
unique token (<|codetestpair|>), as well as unpaired code and test files. We tokenize the
files using a custom-trained sentencepiece tokenizer [102]. We then determine the appropriate
model size, 2.7B parameters based on our training budget and the Chinchilla scaling laws [3].
We use the GPT-NeoX toolkit [103] enhanced with Flash Attention [104] to pretrain CAT-
LM using an auto-regressive (standard left-to-right) pretraining objective that captures the
mapping between code and test files, while learning general code and test structure.

Finally, we evaluate CAT-LM on the held-out test data. We manually set up all projects
with executable test suites from the test set to form our testing framework. We prepare our
test inputs for CAT-LM by concatenating the code context to the respective test context
for test generation. The test context varies based on the task. We asses our model’s ability
to generate (1) the first test method, (2) the last test method, add (3) an additional, new
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Figure 4.1: Approach overview. We extract Java and Python projects with tests from GitHub
and heuristically align code and test files (top), which, along with unaligned files, train CAT-
LM, a large, auto-regressive language model. We evaluate CAT-LM’s generated tests on a
suite of executable projects (bottom), measuring its ability to generate syntactically valid
tests that yield coverage comparable to those written by developers.

test to an already complete test suite. We also evaluate completing a statement within a test
function. We tokenize prepared input and task CAT-LM with sampling multiple (typically
10) test outputs, each consisting of a single method. We then attempt to execute the
generated tests with our testing framework and compute metrics like number of generated
tests that compile and pass, along with the coverage they provide, to evaluate test quality.

4.2 Tasks

We describe two tasks for which CAT-LM can be used, namely test method generation
(with three settings) and test completion. Figure 4.2 demonstrates the setup for all tasks
including code context.

4.2.1 Test Method Generation

Given a partially complete test file and its corresponding code file, the goal of test method
generation is to generate the next test method. Developers can use test generation to
produce an entire test suite, or add tests to an existing test suite to test new functionality.
We evaluate three different settings, corresponding to different phases in the testing process,
namely generating (1) the first test in the file, representing the beginning of a developer’s
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public class Bank {

    public String methodName() {...}

    ...

}

<|codetestpair|>

public class BankTest {

    @Test     

    public void FirstTest() {...}

    ...

    @Test     

    public void Test_k() {

        assertNotNull(Bank());

    }

    ...

    @Test     

    public void LastTest() {...}

    @Test     

    public void ExtraTest() {...}

}

Test generation with code context

Figure 4.2: Evaluation tasks, with code context shown for completeness: test gener-
ation for the first test method , last test method , and extra test method , along with
test completion for Java.

testing efforts. In this setting, we assume that basic imports and high-level scaffolding are
in place, but no test cases have been written, (2) the final test in a file, assessing a model’s
ability to infer what is missing from a near-complete test suite. We evaluate this ability
only on test files that have two or more (human-written) tests to avoid cases where only a
single test is appropriate, and (3) an extra or additional test, which investigates whether a
model can generate new tests for a largely complete test suite. Note that this may often be
unnecessary in practice.

4.2.2 Test Completion

The goal of test completion is to generate the next statement in a given incomplete test
method. Test completion aims to help developers write tests more quickly. Although test
completion shares similarities with general code completion, it differs in two ways: (1) the
method under test offers more context about what is being tested, and (2) source code and
test code often have distinct programming styles, with test code typically comprising setup,
invocation of the method under test, and assertions about the output (the test oracle).
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Table 4.1: Summary statistics of the overall dataset.

Attribute Python Java Total

Project

Total 148,605 49,125 197,730
Deduplicated 147,970 48,882 196,852
W/o Tests 84,186 15,128 99,314
W/o File pairs 108,042 23,933 131,975

Size
(GB)

Raw 123 157 280
Deduplicated 53 94 147

Files

Total 8,101,457 14,894,317 22,995,774
Filtered 7,375,317 14,698,938 22,074,255
Deduplicated 5,101,457 10,418,609 15,520,066
Code 4,128,813 8,380,496 12,509,309
Test 972,644 2,038,113 3,010,757
File pairs 412,881 743,882 1,156,763
Training 4,688,576 9,674,727 14,363,303

4.3 Dataset

This section describes dataset preparation for both training and evaluating CAT-LM. Ta-
ble 4.1 provides high-level statistics pertaining to data collection and filtering.

4.3.1 Data Collection

We use the GitHub API [105] to mine Python and Java repositories that have at least 10 stars
and have new commits after January 1st, 2020. Following [106] and [107], we also remove
forks, to prevent data duplication. This results in a total of 148,605 Python and 49,125 Java
repositories with a total of ∼23M files (about 280 GB). We randomly split this into train
and test set, ensuring that the test set includes 500 repositories for Python and Java each.

4.3.2 Training Data Preparation

We first remove all non-source code files (e.g., configuration and README files) to ensure
that the model is trained on source code only. We then apply a series of filters in accordance
with CodeParrot’s standards [101] to minimize noise from our training signal. This includes
removing files that are larger than 1MB, as well as files with any lines longer than 1000
characters; an average line length of >100 characters; more than 25% non-alphanumeric
characters, and indicators of being automatically generated. This removes 9% of both Python
and Java files. We deduplicate the files by checking each file’s md5 hash against all other
files in our corpus. This removes approximately 30% of both Python and Java files.

We extract code-test file pairs from this data using a combination of exact and fuzzy
match heuristics. Given a code file with the name <CFN>, we first search for test files that
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public class UserController {

    public String getAllUsers() {

    ...

    }

}

Code Files

public class AppTest {

    @Test

    public void homePage() {

    ...

    }

}

Test Files

public class Bank {

    public String customerSummary() {

    ...

    }

}

<|codetestpair|>

public class BankTest {

    @Test

    public void customerSummary() {

    ...

    }

}

Code-Test File Pairs

11.35M 1.15M 1.85M

Figure 4.3: Distribution of files with sample code snippets

have the pattern test_<CFN>, <CFN>_test, <CFN>Test or Test<CFN>. If no matches are
found, we perform a fuzzy string match [108] between code and test file names, and group
them as a pair if they achieve a similarity score greater than 0.85. If multiple matches are
found, we keep the pair with the highest score.

Following file pair extraction, we prepare our training data by replacing the code and
test files with a new file that concatenates the contents of the code file and the test file,
separating them with a unique <|codetestpair|> token. This ensures that the model learns
the mapping between code and test files from the pretraining signal. Note that we always
combine these files starting with the code, so the model (which operates left-to-right) only
benefits from this pairing information when generating the test. We additionally include all
the other code and test files for which we did not find pairs in our training data, which results
in 4.7M Python files and 9.7 Java files. We include these unmatched files to maximize the
amount of data the model can learn from. Figure 4.3 summarizes the distribution of files in
the training data along with sample code snippets for each type of file.
Distribution of files and file pairs: Figure 4.4 summarizes the distribution of files in
projects with respect to their star count. We observe a decreasing trend in not just the
number of code files and test files, but also the file pairs. Upon manual inspection of a few
randomly selected projects, we find that popular projects with a high star count tend to be
better-tested, in line with prior literature [109], [110]. Note that we normalize the plot to
help illustrate trends by aggregating projects in buckets based on percentiles, after sorting
them based on stars. The data distribution varies between Python and Java: Python has
approximately 3x more projects than Java, but Java has roughly twice as many code-test
file pairs.
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of files in projects sorted by GitHub stars, normalized by percentiles

4.3.3 Test Data Preparation and Execution Setup

To prepare our test data, we first excluded all projects without code-test file pairs. This
resulted in a total of 97 Java and 152 Python projects. We then attempted to set up all
projects for automated test execution.
Execution Setup for Java: Projects may use different Java versions (which include Java 8,
11, 14, and 17) and build systems (mostly Maven and Gradle). We manually set up Docker
images for each combination. We then attempted to execute the build commands for each
project in a container from each image. We successfully built 54 out of the 97 Java projects,
containing 61 code-test file pairs.
Execution Setup for Python: We manually set up Docker containers for Python 3.8
and 3.10 with the pytest framework and attempted to run the build commands for each
project until the build was successful. We successfully built 41 of the 152 Python projects,
containing 1080 code-test file-pairs.

We further discarded all pairs within these projects with only a single code method or a
single test method to ensure that code-test file-pairs in our test set correspond to nontrivial
test suites. We additionally require the Java and Python projects to be compatible with
the Jacoco and coverage libraries respectively. This leaves a total of 27 code-test file pairs
across 26 unique Java projects and 517 code-test file pairs across 26 unique Python projects.
In Python, we randomly sampled up to 10 file pairs per project to reduce the bias towards
large projects (the top two projects account for 346 tests) leading to a final set of 123 file
pairs across 26 unique Python projects. Note that we reuse these Docker containers in our
testing framework (See Section 4.5.1).

4.4 CAT-LM

This section describes the details for preparing the input, pretraining CAT-LM and gener-
ating the outputs.
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of file pair tokens

4.4.1 Input Representation for Pretraining CAT-LM

We use the corpus of 14M Java and Python files that we prepared for the pretraining of
our model (see Section 4.3.1). We first train a subword tokenizer [111] using the Sentence-
Piece [102] toolkit with a vocabulary size of 64K tokens. The tokenizer is trained over 3 GB
of data using ten random lines sampled from each file. We then tokenize our input files into
a binary format used to efficiently stream data during training.
Analysing the distribution of tokens: Language models are typically constrained in the
amount of text they fit in their context window. Most current code generation models use a
context window of up to 2,048 tokens [19], [58].1 Our analysis on the distribution of tokens,
visualized in Figure 4.5, showed that this only covers 35% of the total number of file pairs.
As such, while it may be appropriate for a (slight) majority of individual files, it would not
allow our model to leverage the code file’s context while predicting text in the test file. This
is a significant limitation since we want to train the model to use the context from the code
file when generating tests.

Further analysis showed that approximately 82% of all file pairs for Java and Python have
fewer than 8,192 tokens. Since the cost of the attention operation increases quadratically
with the context length, we choose this cutoff to balance training cost and benefit. Therefore,
we chose to train a model with a longer context window of 8192 tokens to accommodate an
additional ∼550K file pairs. Note that this does not lead to any samples being discarded;
pairs with more tokens will simply be (randomly) chunked by the training toolkit.

4.4.2 Model and Training Details

We determined the model size based on our cloud compute budget of $20,000 and the amount
of available training data, based on the Chinchilla scaling laws [3], which suggest that the
training loss for a fixed compute budget can be minimized (lower is better) by training a
model with ca. (and no fewer than) 20 times as many tokens as it has parameters. Based
on preliminary runs, we determined the appropriate model size to be 2.7 (non-embedding)

1The average length of a token depends on the vocabulary and dataset, but can typically be assumed to
be around 3 characters.
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parameters, a common size for medium to large language models [19], [58], which we there-
fore aimed to train with at least 54B tokens. This model architecture consists of a 2,560-
dimensional, 32 layer Transformer model with a context window of 8,192 tokens. We trained
the model with a batch size of 256 sequences, which corresponds to ∼2M tokens. We use the
GPT-NeoX toolkit [103] to train the model efficiently with 8 Nvidia A100 80GB GPUs on a
single machine on the Google Cloud Platform. We trained the model for 28.5K steps, for a
total of nearly 60B tokens, across 18 days, thus averaging roughly 1,583 steps per day2 We
note that this training duration is much shorter than many popular models [19], [36];3 the
model could thus be improved substantially with further training. The final model is named
CAT-LM as it is trained on aligned Code And Tests.

4.4.3 Prompting CAT-LM to generate outputs:

Since CAT-LM has been trained using a left-to-right autogressive pretraining signal, it can
be prompted to generate some code based on the preceding context. In our case, we task it to
either generate an entire test method given the preceding test (and usually, code) file context,
or generating a line to complete the test method (given the same). We prompt CAT-LM
with the inputs for each task, both with and without code context, and sample 10 outputs
from CAT-LM with a “temperature" of 0.2, which encourages generating different, but
highly plausible (to the model) outputs. Sampling multiple outputs is relatively inexpensive
given the size of a method compared to the context size, and allows the model to efficiently
generate multiple methods from an encoded context. We can then filter out tests that do not
compile, lack asserts, or fail (since we are generating behavioral tests), by executing them
in the test framework. We prepare the outputs for execution by adding the generated test
method to its respective position in the baseline test files, without making any changes to
the other tests in the file.

4.5 Experimental Setup

We describe the setup for evaluating CAT-LM across both tasks outlined in Section 4.2,
namely test method generation, and test completion.

4.5.1 Test Method Generation

The test method generation task involves three different cases: generating the first test, the
final test, and an extra test in a test suite (see Section 4.2). We evaluate CAT-LM on test
method generation both with code context and, as an ablation, without code context.

2We further trained the model to 35.3K steps, thanks to an additional grant received for $5000, after the
paper was published. This latest checkpoint is now available on HuggingFace. Please see https://github.
com/RaoNikitha/CAT-LM for more details on usage. Note that the numbers reported in this paper make
use of the older checkpoint (28.5K steps), and may not match the numbers from the newer public checkpoint
(35.3K steps).

3The “Chinchilla" optimum does not focus on maximizing the performance for a given model size, only
for a total compute budget.
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Baseline Models

CodeGen is a family of Transformer-based LLMs trained auto-regressively (left-to-right) [19].
Pretrained CodeGen models are available in a wide range of sizes, including 350M, 2.7B, 6.1B
and 16.1B parameters. These models were trained on three different datasets, starting with
a large, predominantly English corpus, followed by a multi-lingual programming language
corpus (incl. Java and Python), and concluding with fine-tuning on Python data only. The
largest model trained this way is competitive with Codex [18] on a Python benchmark [19].

For our evaluation, we compare with CodeGen-2.7B-multi, which is comparable in size to
our model and trained on multiple programming languages, like our own. We also consider
CodeGen-16B-multi (with 16B parameters, ca. 6 times larger than CAT-LM) which is
the largest available model trained on multiple programming languages. For all Python
tasks, we also compare against CodeGen-2.7B-mono and CodeGen-16B-mono, variants of the
aforementioned models fine-tuned on only Python code for an additional 150k training steps.

We also compare the performance of CAT-LM with StarCoder [22], which is a 15.5B
parameter model trained on over 80 programming languages, including Java and Python,
from The Stack (v1.2). StarCoder has a context window of 8, 192 tokens. It was trained using
the Fill-in-the-Middle objective [21] on 1 trillion tokens of code, using the sample approach
of randomizing the document order as CodeGen.

Lexical Metrics

Although our goal is not to exactly replicate the human-written tests, we provide measures
of the lexical similarity between the generated tests and their real-world counterparts as
indicators of their realism. Generated tests that frequently overlap in their phrasing with
ground-truth tests are likely to be similar in structure and thus relatively easy to read for
developers. Specifically, we report both the rate of exact matches and several measures of
approximate similarity, including ROUGE [112] (longest overlapping subsequence of tokens)
and CodeBLEU [113] score (n-gram overlap that takes into account code AST and dataflow
graph). We only report lexical metrics for our first test and last test settings, as there is no
ground truth to compare against in our extra test setting. These metrics have been used
extensively in prior work on code generation and test completion [23], [61], [114], [115].

Runtime Metrics

We also report runtime metrics that better gauge test utility than the lexical metrics. This
includes the number of generated tests that compile, and generated tests that pass the test
suite. We also measure coverage of the generated tests. For first and last tests, we compare
this with the coverage realized by the corresponding human-written tests. We hope that this
work will encourage more widespread adoption of runtime metrics (which are an important
part of test utility), as prior work primarily focuses on lexical similarity [11], [15], [23].

Preparing Input Context and Baseline Test Files

We use an AST parser on the ground-truth test files to prepare partial tests with which to
prompt CAT-LM. For first test generation, we remove all test cases (but not the imports,
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Table 4.2: Baseline coverage for human written tests over the given number of file pairs.

PL Case Cov Imp % # File Pairs

Python

First test 59.3% 112

Last test 5.0% 93

Extra test 0.0% 123

Java

First test 50.5% 27

Last test 5.3% 18

Extra test 0.0% 27

nor any other setup code that precedes the first test); for last test generation, we leave all
but the final test method, and for final test generation we only remove code after the last
test. We then concatenate the code context to the test context using our delimiter token for
the ‘with code context’ condition.

We additionally obtain coverage with the original, human-written test files under the
same conditions, keeping only the first or all tests as baselines for first and last test prediction
respectively. Note that there is no baseline for the extra test generation task.

Testing Framework

We evaluate the quality of the generated tests using the containers that we setup to execute
projects in Section 4.3.3. We insert the generated test into the original test file, execute the
respective project’s setup commands and check for errors, recording the number of generated
tests that compile and pass the test suite (see Section 4.5.1). If the generated test compiles
successfully (or, for Python, is free of import or syntax errors), we run the test suite and
record whether the generated test passed or failed. We compute code coverage for all passing
tests, contrasting this with the coverage achieved by the human-written test cases (when
available) as baselines.

4.5.2 Test Completion

Recall the test completion task involves generating a single line in a given test method,
given the test’s previous lines. We perform our evaluation for test completion under two
conditions, with code context and without code context.

Baseline Model

We compare against TeCo [23], a state of the art baseline on test statement completion
that has outperformed many existing models, including CodeT5 [61], CodeGPT [116] and
TOGA [11]. TeCo [23] is a encoder-decoder transformer model based on the CodeT5 archi-
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Figure 4.6: Passing tests by model for Python and Java.

tecture [61]. TeCo takes the test method signature, prior statements in the test, the method
under test, the variable types, absent types and method setup and teardown as input.

Initially, we intended to compare CAT-LM against TeCo on our test set. However, TeCo
performs extensive filtering including requiring JUnit, Maven, well-named tests, a one-to-one
mapping between test and method under test, and no if statements or non-sequential control
flow in the test method. We thus compared CAT-LM against TeCo for 1000 randomly
sampled statements from their test set.

Metrics

We compare CAT-LM against TeCo across all lexical metrics (outlined in Section 4.5.1).

4.6 Evaluation

We evaluate CAT-LM’s ability to generate valid tests that achieve coverage, comparing
against state of the art baselines for both code generation and test completion.

4.6.1 Test Method Generation

Pass Rate

Figure 4.6 shows the number of passing tests generated by each model for Python and Java.
Note that these are absolute numbers, out of a different total for each setting.4

4The denominator for each group is the number of file pairs shown in Table 4.2 multiplied by 10, the
number of samples per context.
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Figure 4.7: Coverage improvement of our model vs humans for different languages.

CAT-LM outperforms StarCoder and all CodeGen models, including ones that are much
larger and language-specific in most settings. For Python, all models perform worst in the
first test setting, where they have the least context to build on. Nonetheless, equipped with
the context of the corresponding code file, our model generates substantially more pass-
ing tests than StarCoder (with 15.5B parameters) and the multilingual CodeGen baselines
(trained with far more tokens) in both first and extra test setting. Only in the last-test set-
tings do some of the models compete with ours, though we note that their performance may
be inflated as the models may have seen the files in our test set during training (the test
set explicitly omits files seen by CAT-LM during training). For Java, we find that CAT-
LM generates more passing tests than StarCoder and the two multilingual CodeGen mod-
els (no Java-only model exists). The difference is most pronounced in the extra test set-
ting, where CAT-LM generates nearly twice as many passing tests compared to StarCoder
and the CodeGen baseline models. Overall, despite being undertrained, CAT-LM generates
more number of passing tests on average across all settings. Both StarCoder and the Code-
Gen models don’t show significant gains with more parameters or longer contexts (StarCoder
can use 8, 192 tokens), highlighting that training with code context is important.

Coverage

Figure 4.7 shows the coverage distribution of CAT-LM, contrasted with that of the human-
written tests. For both the first test and last test settings, our model performs mostly
comparably to humans, with both distributions having approximately the same median and
quartile ranges. The extra test task is clearly especially hard: while our model was able
to generate many tests in this setting (Figure 4.6), these rarely translate into additional
coverage, beyond what is provided by the rest of the test suite, in part because most of
the developer-written test suites in our dataset already have high code coverage (average
coverage of 78.6% for Java and 81.6% for Python), and may have no need for additional
tests. Table 4.2 shows the average human coverage improvement for the first and last test
added to a test suite. Note that the average is significantly lower for last test, as baseline
coverage is already high for this mode (74.7% for Java and 76.1% for Python).
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Table 4.3: Lexical and runtime metrics performance comparison of the models on the held-
out test set for Java and Python. CodeGen refers to CodeGen-multi for Java and CodeGen-
mono for Python results. We only report lexical metrics for our first test and last test
settings, as there is no gold test to compare against in our extra test setting.

Java Python

Lexical Metrics Runtime Metrics Lexical Metrics Runtime Metrics

Model CodeBLEU XMatch Rouge Compile Pass CodeBLEU XMatch Rouge Compile Pass

First Test (Total: Java = 270, Python = 1120)

CAT-LM w Context 41.4% 15.4% 60.9% 50 22 21.0% 0.3% 39.4% 384 44

CAT-LM w/o Context 37.5% 15.4% 56.5% 9 9 17.7% 0.4% 30.2% 236 31

Codegen-2B 35.5% 7.7% 56.8% 24 14 18.2% 0.0% 30.9% 259 37

Codegen-16B 42.2% 7.7% 61.8% 25 7 20.8% 0.3% 35.1% 361 42

StarCoder 44.6% 10.9% 62.2% 28 16 24.0% 1.8% 38.8% 269 23

Last Test (Total: Java = 180, Python = 930)

CAT-LM w Context 55.4% 20.8% 70.8% 54 17 38.3% 4.8% 54.9% 335 77

CAT-LM w/o Context 53.6% 20.8% 68.9% 33 14 33.2% 1.4% 51.9% 350 79

Codegen-2B 51.7% 13.0% 69.2% 43 16 36.3% 2.2% 53.2% 326 84

Codegen-16B 56.5% 14.3% 70.9% 24 9 37.9% 3.4% 54.0% 349 83

StarCoder 56.9% 21.0% 69.9% 34 17 37.6% 4.2% 54.5% 227 65

Extra Test (Total: Java = 270, Python = 1230)

CAT-LM w Context – – – 41 17 – – – 380 98

CAT-LM w/o Context – – – 29 20 – – – 425 104

Codegen-2B – – – 17 8 – – – 376 90

Codegen-16B – – – 15 7 – – – 384 89

StarCoder – – – 17 10 – – – 269 36

We note that we could not compute coverage for all the file pairs in each setting. We
excluded file pairs with only one test from our last test setting to differentiate it from our
first test setting. For the first test setting, some baseline files were missing helper methods
between the first test and last test in the file, preventing us from computing coverage.

Lexical Similarity

Table 4.3 shows the lexical similarity metrics results relative to the human-written tests for
CAT-LM, both with and without context, along with StarCoder and CodeGen baselines.
CAT-LM reports high lexical similarity scores when leveraging code context, typically at
or above the level of the other best model, StarCoder (with 15B parameters). This effect is
consistent across first and last test generation.
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Impact of Code Context

As is expected, CAT-LM heavily benefits from the presence of code context. When it is
queried without this context, its performance on lexical metrics tends to drop to below
the level of CodeGen-2B, which matches it in size but was trained with more tokens. The
differences in lexical metric performance are sometimes quite pronounced, with up to a 9.2%
increase in Rouge score and up to a 5.1% increase in CodeBLEU score.

In terms of runtime metrics, code context mainly helps on the first and last test prediction
task, with especially large gains on the former. Context does not seem to help generate more
passing tests in the extra test setting. This may be in part because the test suite is already
comprehensive, so the model can infer most of the information it needs about the code under
test from the tests. It may also be due to the test suites often being (nearly) complete in
this setting, so that generating additional tests that pass (but yield no meaningful coverage)
is relatively straightforward (e.g., by copying an existing test Section 4.6.3). Overall, these
results support our core hypothesis that models of code should consider the relationship
between code and test files to generate meaningful tests.

Other Runtime Metrics

Table 4.3 also shows a comparison between CAT-LM and StarCoder and CodeGen base-
lines for all runtime metrics. CAT-LM outperforms both StarCoder and the CodeGen base-
lines in both Python in Java across compiling and passing generations, with CAT-LM typ-
ically generating the most samples that compile and pass. The one setting where the Code-
Gen baselines perform slightly better is in generating more last tests that pass for Python.
However, the compile rate of these CodeGen generated tests is significantly lower than those
generated by CAT-LM. We note that CodeGen’s performance may be inflated in the last
test setting, as it may have seen the files from the test set during training.

CAT-LM outperforms StarCoder and CodeGen for both Python and Java, gen-
erating more passing tests on average across all settings. We find that code con-
text improves performance across most settings in terms of both lexical and runtime
metrics.

Table 4.4: Comparison of CAT-LM and TeCo on 1000 randomly sampled statements in
their test set.

Model CodeBLEU XMatch Rouge

CAT-LM w/ Context 67.1% 50.4% 82.8%

CAT-LM w/o Context 65.9% 48.9% 82.2%

TeCo 26.7% 13.8% 60.2%
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4.6.2 Test Completion

For test completion (see Section 4.2.2 for task definition), we compare CAT-LM against
TeCo [23] on the lexical metrics outlined in Section 4.5.1. Specifically, we sample 1000
statements at random from across the test set released by the authors of TeCo, on which
we obtain similar performance with TeCo to those reported in the original paper. Table 4.4
shows the results. CAT-LM outperforms TeCo across all lexical metrics, with a 36.6%
increase in exact match, 22.6% increase in ROUGE and 40.4% increase in CodeBLEU score.
Even prompting CAT-LM with just the test context (i.e., without the code context) yields
substantially better results than TeCo. This underscores that providing the entire test file
prior to the statement being completed as context, rather than just the setup methods, is
helpful for models to reason about what is being tested.

In contrast to the test generation task, code context only slightly helps CAT-LM in this
setting, with an increase in CodeBLEU score of 1.2% and increase in exact match accuracy
of 1.5%. Apparently, many individual statements in test cases can be completed relatively
easily based on patterns found in the test file, without considering the code under tests.
This suggests that statement completion is significantly less context-intensive than whole-
test case generation. We therefore argue that entire test generation is a more appropriate
task for assessing models trained for test generation.

CAT-LM outperforms TeCo across all lexical metrics, with a 40.4% improve-
ment in CodeBLEU score and 36.6% improvement in exact match accuracy. We find
that context only slightly helps with test statement prediction, indicating that test
completion can largely be done without the code under test, in contrast to entire test
generation.

4.6.3 Qualitative Comparisons

Finally, we conduct a small-scale qualitative case-study of tests generated by CAT-LM,
CodeGen-2B-multi [19], GPT-4 [35] and EvoSuite [12]. GPT-4 is a vastly larger language
model than ours, trained with an undisclosed budget by OpenAI. EvoSuite is a popular test
generation tool for Java based on evolutionary algorithms.

We analyze a randomly sampled passing generation from CAT-LM in contrast to the
tests generated by the other tools in the same context across each our three settings (first test,
last test and extra test). The tests here are generated for a Bank class, which includes meth-
ods to add a customer, open an account and print a summary of all accounts and customers.
Our goal is to better understand the benefits and drawbacks of each tool’s generated tests.
Specifically, we look for characteristics of high quality tests, such as meaningful method and
variable names, proper invocation of the method under test and high quality assertions.

CAT-LM

Listing 4.1 shows the first test generation by CAT-LM. The name of the test is informa-
tive, along with its variables. It also follows unit testing conventions of testing one specific
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method in the Bank class. This is consistent across the examples for last test and extra test.
However, for our extra test example, CAT-LM copied the previous test and changed the
name of the test method, not testing new functionality.

CodeGen

in Listing 4.2, the test generated by CodeGen is quite readable, semantically correct, and
natural looking. However, it uses multiple non-existent methods from the code under test—
a phenomenon popularly dubbed “hallucinating"—since it lacks awareness of Bank’s imple-
mentation. StarCoder performs similarly, generating tests that are readable, semantically
correct, and natural looking but suffer from hallucinations.

GPT-4

GPT-4 consistently performs the best of all three tools, generating tests that either are iden-
tical to the ground truth or test new functionality that none of the existing tests do. Listing
4.3 shows GPT-4’s generation for the first test case. Similar to CAT-LM, the GPT-4 gener-
ated test has meaningful identifier names and assertions. GPT-4 had similarly good tests for
our last test and extra test settings. However, these results come with several caveats. First,
GPT-4 was trained on a very large volume of data, including public code, so it is quite likely
that it was trained on our test data and has thus seen the original tests.5 Second, GPT-4 is a
much larger, model, with a training budget orders of magnitude higher than ours. Given our
strong performance compared to the (already much more expensive) CodeGen models, we ex-
pect that modestly scaling up our training approach could well yield similar or better results.

EvoSuite

EvoSuite performs the worst in all three settings. Listing 4.4 shows the EvoSuite completion
for the bank class. The generated test uses very poor naming conventions, such as naming
the method test0, and each of the variables bank0, customer0, and account0. The deposit
amounts do not make logical sense, as they are not rounded to the nearest cent. There is
also a timeout of 4000 milliseconds. Such timeouts are highly likely to lead to flaky tests,
where this test might pass in one environment and timeout in a different environment. The
other generations by EvoSuite, suffer similar problems, including lacking asserts and using
spurious exception handling. Due to this lack of proper naming conventions and the use of
trivial asserts, it is very difficult to understand what is being tested in EvoSuite’s generation.

5In fact, a similar caveat applies to CodeGen, which we do outperform.
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Both GPT-4 and CAT-LM generate high quality tests, checking for realistic situations
with readable asserts. However CAT-LM struggles to generate meaningfully distinct
tests in the extra test setting. CodeGen and StarCoder produces highly readable, but
incorrect tests. EvoSuite struggles to generate meaningful tests; it uses poor naming
conventions and spurious exception handling.

4.7 Summary

Even automatically generated code requires verification. Developers use tests to verify the
correctness of the code they write, however current AI-powered tools struggle to generate
good tests for a code file because they are typically not trained to consider the corresponding
code file. To overcome this challenge, we develop CAT-LM, a GPT-style language model
with 2.7 Billion parameters that was pretrained using a novel signal that explicitly consid-
ers the mapping between code and test files when available. We elect to use a larger context
window of 8,192 tokens, 4x more than typical code generation models, to ensure that code
context is available when generating tests. We evaluate CAT-LM on both test method gen-
eration and test completion, with CAT-LM outperforming CodeGen, StarCoder, and TeCo
state-of-the-art baselines, even with CodeGen and StarCoder baselines significantly larger
training budgets and model sizes. We show that adding the additional context helps CAT-
LM, with code context significantly improving both lexical and runtime metric performance.
Overall, we highlight how incorporating domain knowledge, namely the relationship between
code and test files, can be used to create more powerful models for automated test generation.

4.8 Takeaway

While LLMs excel at code generation, they are limited in their ability to generate tests
because of the way they are trained to generate individual code files independently, a standard
practise in natural language processing. As a result, they can not consider the code under
test context when generating the tests. CAT-LM addresses this challenge by explicitly
considering the mapping between code and test files during training. This enables users to
generate tests that align more coherently with the underlying code, thereby enhancing the
quality of tests produced. Moreover, CAT-LM supports users in verifying both the code
they write and that which is generated by other LLMs, ensuring a more comprehensive and
reliable testing process.
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1 @Test
2 public void testCustomerSummary () {
3 Bank bank = new Bank();
4 assertEquals("Customer Summary", "Customer Summary",

bank.customerSummary ());
5 }

Listing 4.1: CAT-LM first test generation

1 @Test
2 public void testBank () {
3 Bank bank = new Bank();
4 assertEquals (0, bank.getBalance (), DOUBLE_DELTA);
5 bank.deposit (100);
6 assertEquals (100, bank.getBalance (), DOUBLE_DELTA);
7 bank.withdraw (50);
8 assertEquals (50, bank.getBalance (), DOUBLE_DELTA);
9 }

Listing 4.2: CodeGen first test generation

1 @Before
2 public void setUp() {
3 bank = new Bank();
4 }
5

6 @Test
7 public void testAddCustomerAndCustomerSummary () {
8 Customer customer1 = new Customer("John Doe");
9 bank.addCustomer(customer1);

10

11 String expectedSummary = "Customer Summary\n - John Doe (0 accounts)";
12 String actualSummary = bank.customerSummary ();
13

14 assertEquals(expectedSummary , actualSummary);
15 }

Listing 4.3: GPT-4 first test generation

1 @Test(timeout = 4000)
2 public void test0() throws Throwable {
3 Bank bank0 = new Bank();
4 Customer customer0 = new Customer("v\"PD");
5 bank0.addCustomer(customer0);
6 Account account0 = new Account (0);
7 account0.deposit (148.3628547);
8 customer0.openAccount(account0);
9 double double0 = bank0.totalInterestPaid ();

10 assertEquals (0.14836285470000002 , double0 , 0.01);
11 }

Listing 4.4: EvoSuite first test generation

Figure 4.8: Example first tests generated by CAT-LM, CodeGen, GPT-4, and EvoSuite.
CAT-LM and GPT-4 both generate realistic and readable tests; EvoSuite struggles with
poor naming conventions and unrealistic tests. CodeGen generates readable test cases, but
hallucinates methods in the code under test.
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Chapter 5

Challenge 3: Reliability (Proposed Work)

The developments in Large Language Models (LLMs) has led to the widespread adoption of
AI powered programming tools like Copilot and ChatGPT. However, even these high-quality
code-generating tools are not always reliable and they often generate code that contains
subtle bugs that are challenging to detect. So much so that studies have found that nearly
40% of participants abstain from using these tools altogether because of the time required to
debug or modify the generated code [7]. The lack of reliability poses a significant hurdle in
the widespread adoption of such tools. Therefore, emphasizing the need for enhancing the
reliability and ease of debugging in AI-driven code generation processes.

Data science notebooks constitute a unique blend of natural language, code, graphics,
and execution results [24]. The interactive nature of notebooks introduces multiple turns
of interconnected natural language to code challenges [25], including the need for a more
nuanced context. This includes a deeper understanding of the dataset to perform tasks like
data exploration, visualization, and manipulation, as well as the execution states of various
cells and the non-trivial long range dependencies between code cells [26]. The absence of
this nuanced context presents a notable hurdle in automating the generation of data science
notebooks, and generating reliable notebooks that extend beyond syntactic correctness poses
an even greater challenge.

The lack of reliable generations does not hinder everyone from incorporating AI tools into
their programming workflows. Studies found that 70% of participants who frequently do so
overcome this challenge by evaluating the correctness of the generated code by executing it.
Presently, LLMs are mainly trained to generate code based on prior context, and they lack
the capability to use execution outputs for refining the generated code. However, relying
solely on prior context is insufficient to guarantee that the generated code is bug-free. Even
code that appears to be syntactically correct code may contain bugs, and executing the
code can uncover these issues. This underlines the significance of code execution as a key
validation step in evaluating the reliability of AI-generated code. Notebooks inherently offer
the advantage of providing the execution states for each cell, which can aid with evaluating
the reliability of the generated code cell.

We aim to overcome the challenge of reliability by leveraging the (often failing) execution
of code generated by these LLMs as a signal. The proposed work consists of two main stages.
First, we create a new evaluation framework for testing the code generation capabilities
of LLMs in data science notebooks. Unlike prior benchmarks, our work will perform this
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evaluation on a large scale dataset of data science notebooks that can be executed. This
will allow us to evaluate the models performance on both lexical metrics as well as run
time metrics by making use of the execution signal. We additionally evaluate the models
inherent ability to refine the generated code by using the execution signal and use these
results to establish baselines on our dataset. Next, we build a system to teach LLMs to
debug generated code by leveraging the execution signal. We employ several models working
in tandem: first, a model uses the notebook prefix to generate the next code cell, which is
then executed. Another model observes the failing execution, which is then used to repair
the generated code before presenting it to the developer. By observing this interaction we
can then teach these models to debug the code they, or regular developers, generate.

5.1 Evaluation Framework

Our goal is to create an evaluation framework for the task of code completion on data
science notebooks, which includes a large scale dataset of notebooks that are executable
and benchmarks with baseline performance if existing open source models. Being able to
execute the notebook will allow us to better evaluate generations by going beyond syntactical
similarity and lexical metrics by comparing the code semantics using execution output of
the code generated without the need for test cases.

Data Collection and Preprocessing

We start with 140K Python Kaggle notebooks that were collected as part of the Google
AI4Code challenge1. We then filter out notebooks where the content is not in English,
resulting in 133K notebooks. Each notebook in this dataset is originally in the form of a
json file detailing the code cell contents, markdown cell contents and the order of the cells.
We transform them into executable interactive python notebooks using nbformat python
library. Next, we upgrade the leading comments in code cells to a markdown cell preceding
the code cell. The leading comments are usually descriptions of what the code does, that
should have ideally appeared in a markdown cell, and ensures that the models have more
context on what to generate when generating the next code cell.

Execution pipeline

We first build an execution harness for each notebook using the nbformat and nbconvert
Python libraries. This allows us to execute the cells in each notebook and extract the execu-
tion including error messages, and traceback when the execution fails. We then scale this up
using Docker containers to safely execute each notebook in a separate container and saving
all the no error notebooks and track the meta data including number of code and markdown
cells, the types of errors and so on to better understand the distribution of the entire dataset.
The Docker containers have been iteratively updated by analysing the most common errors
and resolving them. We find that FileNotFoundError and ModuleNotFoundError were the
most common errors, spanning over 75% of the notebooks on a sample of 4000 notebooks,

1https://www.kaggle.com/competitions/AI4Code
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with FileNotFoundError appearing over 50% of the time. To resolve these, we manually
download the most common missing datasets and install the most common missing modules
after extracting the necessary information from the error messages and update the Docker
image with this information. We then rerun the script launching a new container, attempt-
ing to execute the notebook, and storing the necessary information. We repeat this process
several times, resulting in a total of 5000 notebooks.

Benchmarking and Evaluation

We benchmark the performance of various open source models on the task of code comple-
tion within notebooks. We do so by randomly removing a code cell from the notebook and
task the model with generating the missing code, given the prefix context of the notebook.
This process allows us to evaluate the model’s ability to accurately generate code sequences
without the explicit need for test cases to evaluate the functionality of the generated code.
The evaluation extends beyond just syntactic correctness; we thoroughly examine the gen-
erated code by analysing its execution output and its impact on the overall functionality of
the entire notebook.

We aim to replicate this evaluation process across the entire dataset, systematically
comparing the performance of various open-source models on both lexical similarity metrics
and run-time metrics that validate the functionality of the generated code. We will also
studying the distribution of types of errors encountered during code generation. We further
aim to analyze these metrics against the position of the generated cell, and the models’
efficacy in debugging the code with the aid of execution signals. This multifaceted evaluation
framework aims to provide a nuanced understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of
different models under diverse conditions, contributing valuable insights for the task of code
generation in notebook environments.

5.2 Debug-LM

In the second part of the proposed work, the goal is to build a system to teach LLMs
to automatically debug the code they generate by leveraging the failing execution signal.
Training any model for a specific task necessitates a substantial amount of data. To address
this requirement, we initiate the data collection process by instructing the CodeLlama-34B
model to generate instances of buggy code cells for the code completion task. Subsequently,
we augment this dataset by prompting the same model to fix the buggy code, providing
additional context such as the notebook prefix and execution information. These pairs of
buggy-fixed code, coupled with the corresponding execution output, become the foundation
for fine-tuning a much smaller specialized model specifically trained for the task of debugging
code that might have been generated by other models or written by developers.

Data Collection (bug-fix pairs)

We start the data collection process by randomly removing a code cell from the notebook
and then prompting the model to generate the missing code, given the notebook’s prefix
context. We then execute the generated cell, and if the resulting execution encounters an
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error, we save both the buggy code cell snippet and its corresponding ground truth code cell
snippet as a bug-fix pair. We repeat this process across the entire dataset to gather close to
10K buggy-fixed pairs.

Data Augmentation

To enhance the diversity and richness of our dataset, we engage in a data augmentation
phase. We leverage the initial seed dataset of buggy-fixed pairs, and further prompt a model
to debug the buggy code cell by providing it with the notebook prefix context and execution
output. We evaluate the generated fix by executing the notebook and verifying that the
overall functionality and expected outputs remain unchanged. We additionally apply filters
on the generated samples by applying some threshold constraints over the lexical similarity
of the ground truth code, this will eliminate generations of passing cells that are actually
wrong but cannot be caught by running the notebook. The augmented dataset is expanded
with new bug-fix pairs only if the generated fix is different from the original ground truth
cell. The augmentation allows us to capture multiple potential fixes for a given buggy code
snippet, thereby contributing to the dataset’s robustness and diversity.

Debugging Model training

The data collected will then be used to fine-tune a much smaller model, Debug-LM, tai-
lored specifically for the task of debugging code. The objective is to teach the model to au-
tomatically debug code by providing it with the notebook prefix, the buggy code, and the
execution output. For the fine-tuning process, we will leverage LoRA tuning [117], a tech-
nique widely recognized for its optimization capabilities without needing excessive compu-
tational resources.

The expected outcome is the creation of a specialized model Debug-LM that is not
only smaller in size, but optimized for debugging code generated by both AI models and
developers, thus culminating in a powerful tool that enhances the reliability and utility of
code generation for developers. Lastly, both the benchmark dataset as well as the Debug-
LM model will open-sourced, contributing to the broader developer community.

5.3 Takeaway

LLMs often generate code that appears syntactically correct but contain subtle bugs that
are usually uncovered during execution. I first built a benchmark of executable data science
notebooks to highlight the importance of code execution as a key validation step in evaluating
AI generated code. I then leverage the (often failing) execution of code generated by these
LLMs as a signal. Debug-LM learns to utilize this execution signal in order to refine the
generations before presenting them to the developers. Through this work, we can enhance
the overall reliability of the code generated by LLMs, therefore promoting a more robust
development environment.
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Chapter 6

Stretch Goal: Code-Test Coevolution

In Chapter 4, we looked at the challenge of verification of generated code and how we
overcome it with CAT-LM. Our results showed that the model effectively leverages the code
file context to generate more syntactically valid tests that achieve higher coverage. The
model provides a strong prior for generating plausible tests: combined with basic filters for
compilability and coverage, CAT-LM frequently generated tests with coverage close to those
written by human developers. As a natural extension, we aim to model co-adaptations.
Changes made to the code may necessitate modifications to the tests to ensure they remain
relevant and effective, and conversely, updates to the tests may prompt adjustments to the
code to maintain consistency and functionality. The goal is to ensure that code and tests
evolve harmoniously, supporting the development of reliable and maintainable software. This
is the problem of code-test coevolution. We aim to tackle the former problem, specifically,
cases where code functionality is changed in a way that should lead to updates to the tests
as well, but the latter are often forgotten empty citation We aim to answer the following
research questions related to the problem of code-test coevolution:

RQ1 Can we successfully model co-adaptations and predict whether the given code and test
methods are in the same state (consistent) or not?

RQ2 Can we automatically generate the changes to be made to the test method, given the
changes to the code method?

The code-test method pairs are identified by checking if the test method is testing the
behavior of the given code method. We verify this by examining if the test method includes
a call to the corresponding code method. Figure 6.1 shows an example of a test method
named test_norm_squared_norm that tests the behaviour of squared_norm.

As software evolves, it is ideal for any modifications to the behavior of the code method
to prompt corresponding changes in the test method. This ensures ‘alignment’ between both
the code and test method, keeping them consistent and in sync with each other. An example
of an aligned code-test method pair can be found in Figure 6.2. Here, the code method was
updated with a type check and a warning. The corresponding test method is then updated
with an assert to test the new warning.

To better understand the problem of code-test co-evolution, we first aim to build a dataset
of aligned code-test method pairs having both the before and after state by mining changes
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(a) Code method.

(b) Test method.

Figure 6.1: An example of a code-test method pair.

(a) Code-test pair before change. (b) Code - test pair after change.

Figure 6.2: An example of code-test aligned pairs, before and after a change was made.

made to code and test methods from GitHub. We then use this dataset to build a model to
verify if a given pair of code-test methods are aligned and if not, we generate the changes to
be made to the test method, given the change made to a code method.

Data Collection

We use GitHub Archive 1 to get the top 1000 python projects and clone these while keeping
the revision history. This results in 1.6M commits with modifications made to 6.8M files
across all projects. Since we are interested in studying coevolution of code and test methods,
we filter out the commits that only make changes to code or test files, resulting in 230K
commits with a total of 2.8M files where changes were made to both code and test files.
Finally, we use fuzzy string matching to map the test files to the corresponding code files,
resulting in a total of 241,098 code-test file pairs.

Next, for each file pair, we extract all the aligned code and test method pairs using static
analysis. This is done by building ASTs using the python-graphs2 framework to find which

1https://www.gharchive.org/
2https://github.com/google-research/python-graphs
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method calls were made, and dynamic dispatch to identify the class a method call belongs
to. This results in a total 53,095 code-test method pairs. Not only does the static analysis
capture regular method calls (20,035 samples), it also handles other cases such as: implicit
calls to init during object creation, class method invocation and one to many test-code
mappings. We can use the same method to further scale up this dataset to several thousand
projects across GitHub to expand this dataset if required (based on modeling results).

Modeling Coevolution

Using the 53K code-test method pairs that we collected, we plan to finetune CAT-LM
to model co-evolutions, thereby teaching the model how the code and corresponding test
changes from the before to after state as the code/software evolves. Given that CAT-LM
has a strong prior for generating plausible tests, our hope is that it’s ability can be extended
to the problem of co-evolution and effectively model changes made to the code method and
adapt them to generate the necessary changes to the test method. We introduce a new
signal here to finetune the model, where we use several examples of the before code and test
method followed by the after state. Here is an example of the training signal:

<before>
def squared_norm():

...
<codetestpair>
def test_norm_squared_norm():

...
<after>
def squared_norm():

...
<codetestpair>
def test_norm_squared_norm():

...

At inference time, we can provide the before context along with the after code method
to generate the updated test method. We plan to use LoRA tuning or some other form
of parameter efficient training to finetune CAT-LM to optimize training for the available
compute resources. A potential challenge here are the cases when changes made to the code
does not lead to any changes to the test, and therefore teaching the model to predict that the
test doesn’t change. We aim to address this by splitting the inference as a two step process,
first by predicting if the the given code and test methods are in the same state (consistent)
or not? And only generating the updated test if they are not consistent. Additionally, when
training the model to generate the updated tests, we could include examples of cases where
changes made to code does not lead to any changes in the test, for example when the code
is refactored, or if there was a bug fix. This would require mining files from commits where
changes are only made to code files and not the test. Lastly, we plan to benchmark various
models on this task and release both the dataset as well the trained model to facilitate
further research in this space.
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Chapter 7

Proposed Contributions

My thesis is expected to make a number of contributions to improve the reliability and
usability of code generated by LLMs using domain insights from software engineering that
go beyond mere syntactical considerations, including:

• LowCoder, a low-code tool which supports both visual programming interface and
natural language interface to help build AI pipelines by abstracting away textual code.

• CAT-LM, a specialized model trained to generate tests from code context to verify
code correctness.

• A testing framework for evaluating tests generated by language models that uses both
lexical and runtime metrics.

• A new benchmark dataset of executable notebooks for evaluating the code generation
abilities of language models.

• Debug-LM, a specialized model trained to debug code using execution signal in data
science notebooks.

Overall, my thesis work will demonstrate the significance of integrating software-specific
insights when training models to make code generation more reliable and useful for develop-
ers. This is done by empowering the model to take on a more active role in building valid and
usable code, instilling greater trust among users in the capabilities of the model. Addition-
ally, my work will result in several artifacts which includes datasets for various tasks, mod-
els that are trained using software-specific insights, and evaluation frameworks. Note that
these models are all quite small relative to cutting-edge general purpose models like GPT-4.
While large, general models can also be very useful for these tasks, they have their own lim-
itations: few companies can afford the immense resources required to train such large mod-
els, and most of these models are closed-source and provide limited (free) access to the com-
munity which can be unreliable. On the contrary, my work produces open-source models,
which are often smaller, that are specialized to perform various programming related tasks,
resulting in tools that make code generation more reliable and useful for developers.
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Chapter 8

Proposed Timeline

Figure 8.1: Proposed timeline. Legend - Green: Completed tasks, Orange: In-progress tasks,
Blue: Planned tasks, Gray: Summer internship - no planned tasks.

Figure 8.1 outlines the proposed timeline for my thesis. I am currently working on en-
hancing the reliability of generated code by training LLMs to collaboratively debug code us-
ing execution signals (Chapter 5). I have been working on building the dataset of executable
notebooks, using which I plan to benchmark the performance of various open-source mod-
els. Simultaneously, I plan to prepare the dataset of bug-fix code pairs, which I will use to
finetune a smaller model, and write papers with the findings by end of the semester.

Looking ahead to the Fall 2024 semester, I have outlined a stretch goal centered around
addressing the challenge of code-test coevolution (See Chapter 6). This entails a systematic
approach involving data collection, preprocessing, modeling, and evaluation. I plan to doc-
ument our findings in a research paper by the end of the Fall semester. To ensure a well-
structured thesis, I have dedicated Spring 2025 primarily to writing my dissertation and
preparing the final defense. This timeline also accommodates any additional time required
for paper submissions or revisions. Lastly, I aim to defend my thesis in May 2025.
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